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Ledger offices
set to close
for New Year's
Because of the New Year's
holiday, the business offices of
the Ledger & Times will close at
11 a.m. Thursday and will not
open until regular hours on Monday.
There will be no edition of the
Ledger & Times either Friday or
Saturday.
The television guide will be in
Monday's edition of the Ledger &
Times.
The Murray Ledger & Times
wishes everyone a Happy New
Year.

STATE

Voter affiliation
deadline nears
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Voters who plan to change party
affiliation must do so by Thursday if they want to vote in the
May primary election, Secretary
of State John Y. Brown Ill said.
People switching parties after
Thursday would be ineligible to
vote until November. But those
not currently registered can vote
in the primary if they sign up
by April 26, Brown said in a
statement.

Six motorists
die in holiday
accidents
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Six motorists died in automobile accidents on Kentucky's
highways during the holiday
weekend. Kentucky State Police
reported.
During the Christmas holiday weekend, which ran from
6 p.m. Thursday through 11:59
p.m. Sunday, six people died
in five separate crashes. During the same time period last
year, eight people died in six
crashes, state police said.
Of this year's six fatalities,
preliminary information indicated that two of the deaths were
alcohol related and that none
of the six killed were wearing
safety belts.
Through Monday, 850 people had died on the state's
roadways in 1998, down from
858 during the same time period last year, state police said.
State police also warned
motorists that the New Year's
weekend, which will begin at 6
p.m. Thursday and run through
11:59 p.m. Friday, has the potential to be one of the deadliest
of the year.
Last year in Kentucky, 11 people died in six accidents during the New Year's holiday.
Three of the six accidents were
alcohol related and nine of the
11 killed were not wearing safety belts, state police said.
State police, in conjunction
with local police departments .
and sheriff's offices, plan to set
up road blocks as well as
increased patrols in an effort
to target intoxicated drivers.
speeders and safety belt and
child-safety seat violators during the New Year's holiday period.

WEATHER
Tonight... A chance of snow
showers early then clearing and
colder with slowly diminishing
wind. Low 15 to 20. Northwest
wind diminishing to around 10
mph after midnight. Chance of
snow 30 percent.
Wednesday... Morning sunshine with increasing clouds in
the afternoon. High 25 to 30.
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City council passes on size issue
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
The Murray City Council decided Monday to let the next council determine whether to whittle
the council from 12 members to
SIX.
The council had previously
tabled an ordinance proposed by
outgoing member J.D. Outland that
would have cut the council from

12 to six and increase the pay
from $100 to $200.
Council member Bill Wells proposed removing the matter from
the table, but Outland declined.
"We will leave that matter for
the next council," Outland said.
City attorney Don Overbey indicated the council could change the
number of council members at any
time.

"You could change them now
and the new council could change
them back," Overbey said.
The council passed a number
of ordinances on second reading
Monday in a rather short council
meeting.
The council passed ordinances
annexing property owned by Bruce
Green on Martin Chapel Road, a
Paul Garland tract on 330 Utter-

back Road and a Carl Barrett property on 863 Poor Farm Road.
The Green property was zoned
residential while the Garland and
Barrett properties were zoned business.
The council also passed on second reading the annexation of Murray State University's College Farm.
The council passed an ordinance amending the classification

and Compensation plans foi the
city, an amendment to the city -s
annual budget and the second reading of ordinance amending the city's
zoning laws to regulate adult oriented businesses.
The council also recognized six
outgoing council members and Murray Mayor Bill Cherry, who is
retiring. He wilI serve as one of
the new city council members.

Lott seeks advice
on Clinton's fate
By LAURIE KELLMAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — With the impeachment debate squarely in
his court, Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott faces his toughest challenge yet as the Senate prepares to consider President Clinton's fate.
The Mississippi Republican has been largely silent on the shape of
the Senate's impeachment proceedings next month, but he is getting
plenty of public advice from his colleagues.
Lott, according to some who know him, already may have made
up his mind. He has said, for example, that the Constitution requires
the Senate to at least convene a trial, and he excluded any "deal
making" before such proceedings begin.
"He listens a lot hut I think that he usually has a pretty clear idea
to start with about where he wants to go," said Mickey Edwards, a
former GOP congressman from Oklahoma who served in Lott's whip
organization for a decade in the House.
Senators close to Lott widely believe the movement to oust Clinton lacks the 67 votes to succeed.
Fellow Mississippi Sen. Thad Cochran said he hasn't talked to Lott
in weeks. "But it's not as if this kind of thing is new to him,"
Cochran said Monday, noting that Lott served on the House Judiciary Committee during Watergate.
"He would like to be able to please everybody but he knows he
can't," Cochran added.
Whatever happens. said Lott's Democratic counterpart, the proceedings must have more credibility with voters than did the House's
party-line passage of impeachment articles on Dec. 19.
"I believe that the Senate is going to set a very high standard for
civility, for bipartisanship," Democratic Leader Tom Daschle said Sunday. "We really want to demonstrate that now that we're the ones on

• See Page 2

Leopard disrupts
court activities
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
A Hazel man's obscenity-laced
outburst disrupted an otherwise
routine day in Calloway Circuit
Court when he fought Calloway
County Sheriff Stan Scott and
deputies who tried to take him to
jail.
Ted C. Leopard, 25, hit Scott
and Deputy Van Russell as they
tried to handcuff Leopard, whose
bond had just been revoked by
Calloway Circuit Judge Dennis
Foust.
Court videotape showed *Leopard, who had just entered a guilty
plea in three different cases, jerking his hand away from deputies,
then swinging at them and Scott.
Deputy Tim Sales and county
jailer-elect Phil Hazle helped sub-

due Leopard during the brief struggle.
Scott said Monday after the
incident that he didn't plan to charge
Leopard, in part because Leopard
faces a I5-year prison sentence.
Leopard is slated for final sentencing Feb. 8.
Scott also noted Leopard, who
had been out on bond, fought with
deputies and had to be hog-tied
to be restrained during an incident in Hazel last week.
Leopard pleaded guilty but mentally ill Monday to a variety of
charges, including three counts of
third-degree assault for the Sept.
16 attack on three employees at
the Calloway County Detention
Center.

• See Page 2
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ENJOYING A LAUGH...New magistrate Johnny Gingles and Commonwealth's
Attorney
Mike Ward laugh along with new County *Judge/Executive Larry Elkins following
the
swearing-in ceremony Monday.

Saddam challenges sanctions
By LAURA MYERS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)—The latest U.S.-Iraq clash, a missile
exchange over northern Iraq, was
provoked by Iraqi President Saddam Hussein as part of a calculated strategy to challenge tight
Clinton administration and U.N.
controls on his nation, U.S. foreign policy experts say.
The Pentagon says U.S. and
British patrols in the "no-fly" zones
over Iraq will continue in an atmosphere of increased tension after
the incident in which Iraq said

•••

four soldiers were killed.
weapons inspections prompted four
"I'm sure that pilots will be much days of U.S. and British missile
more alert," said Col. Richard and bombing strikes earlier this
Bridges, a Pentagon spokesman. month. Baghdad also is suggest"There'll be more adrenaline run- ing Iraq might not renew a 2ning. But the mechanisms to year-old U.N. oil-for-food program
respond appropriately are already .next year designed to ease the
in place."
impact of economic sanctions on
Tony Cordesman, analyst at the the Iraqi populace.
Center for Strategic International
At the same time. the Iraqi milStudies, said, "What you're watch- itary has been goading W 'ern waring here with Iraq challenging the planes to hit its air defenses in Westno-fly zones is just the noisiest ern-patrolled no-fly zones set up
part of a very broad strategy. It's to limit Saddam's power.
a visible sign of resistance."
Saddam's rejection of U.N.

• See Page 2

Holiday sales may fall short
NEW YORK (AP) - Despite
packed stores over the weekend,
there are early signs that holiday
sales figures will fall short of the
predicted 5 percent rise over last
year.
"Those original expectations,
forget about those. We won't even
come close," Kurt Barnard, a retail
consultant and
president of
Barnard's Retail Trend Report in
Upper Montclair, N.J., said Mon-

day
Many analysts now anticipate
that overall holiday sales will be
up 2 percent to 3 percent from a
year ago, about half of the estimated 4 percent to 5 percent forecast at the start of the season.
Most merchants won't release
holiday sales figures until Jan. 7.
But even with sharp gains on
Wall Street and a robust economy. it was clear that shoppers did-

n't spend freely this Christmas.
They were choosy about where
they shopped and how much they
were willing to spend.
Especially
troubled
were
department stores, which used big
bargains to entice shoppers before
and after Christmas, yet still failed
to get the sales they needed to

•See Page 2

United Way working toward goal
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Experience has played a key
factor in this year's United Way
Campaign - but not in a way
that one might think.
Local United Way Director
Peggy Billington said her first
year of guiding the organization's annual fund-raiser has
been somewhat of a trial and
error proposition.
"This campaign has been a
learning experience because this
is my first year." Billington
said. "The job is much more
difficult than I expected it to
he, and there are a few areas
I need to address before next
year. But you're always working toward something better."
According to Billington. the
19913 campaign. which began
Sept. IS, is approximately 70
percent to its $299,995 goal.

This year's financial goal is
slightly more than last year's
$285,000, which was surpassed
with $291,000. That amount
marked the most ever raised
in Murray and Calloway County.
"We've extended the campaign through the month of
January because we need more
help from the community," she
said. "We've come up short in
a few areas, but we're confident that we can get the support we need."
Even though the organization is about 30 percent short
of its goal, Billington said
extending
the
campaign's
December deadline is not
uncommon.
"We've extended the deadline every year that I can
remember," Billington noted.
"We would like to wrap up

the campaign at the end of
December or at the first of
January. But it's hard to expect
to close things out then because
you always get a little more
than you expect in January."
One reason for the fundraising gap. Billington said, is
that some areas of the community have not been reached.
"We haven't had the opportunity to campaign at some
places in the community," she
explained. "We would like to
do a caMpaign at Mattel, and
hopefully we can work with
them this year ... They're one
of our mainstays - they've
always been supportive of the
United Way."
The $299,995 goal is reflective of the needs of this community, added Billington.
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The United Way progress sign at the corner of Chestnut and 12th streets continues to creep upward to the
goal of $299,995. For more information, call Peggy
Billington at 753-0317.

MI See Page 2
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II Saddam ...
end, two British Tornado planes
reported Iraqi anti-aircraft fire in
On Monday, U.S. warplanes fired
the distance.
three missiles and six precisionIn Baghdad, Iraqi officials harshguided bombs to strike an antidenounced American pilots as
ly
that
aircraft site in northern Iraq
and criminals" and
"murderers
launched three missiles at U.S.
all of Iraq's actions
that
claimed
fighter jets on patrol, the Pentawere
defensive.
gon said. Iraq reported four solThe Iraqi News Agency also
diers killed and seven injured.
that the Iraqi missiles
reported
Before Monday's incident, the
shot down an
certainly
"almost
Iraqi military had claimed its antiWhite House
plane."
enemy
an
off
driven
aircraft gunners had
called the
Leavy
David
spokesman
attack by "enemy" warplanes that
flew from Kuwait and Saudi Arabia on Saturday, and Iraqi leaders
vowed to fire on warplanes "violating" its airspace. Over the week-
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boost the bottom line.
"They just didn't get as many
items sold per customer this year
as opposed to last year," said Britt
Beemer, who runs the consulting
firm America's Research Group in
Charleston, S.C.
The only retailers that showed
great strength were the discount
chains, like Wal-Mart and Target,
and a number of specialty stores,
including the Gap and Ann Taylor.
The Internet also saw sales more
than triple from a year ago and
may top out at $13 billion for the
entire year, according to the Boston
Consulting Group and shop.org,
an association of online merchants.
To clear store shelves, many
retailers were forced to resort to
aggressive discounting — some
even slashing prices well before
Christmas. That pleased consumers
but will likely hurt profit margins.
"I would not have gotten up at
7 a.m. for anything except to look
for bargains," said Bonnie Kiser,
who spent time over the weekend
at the Lloyd Center in Portland,
Ore. "If I don't hit the day-afterChristmas sales, I'm sunk."

IN Lott

Pick 3:
3-9-6
Pick 4:
7-7-5-2
Cash 5:
2-17-23-25-30

Sfonsored by:
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trial, as well, that we can live up
to people's expectations."
In a sense, Lott himself is on
trial as he makes these decisions.
Cast until now in the shadow of
the self-described "visionary leader
of the Republican Party," departing House Speaker Newt Gingrich,
Lott's decisions on impeachment
will be his first as the new leader
of the GOP — and will have lasting effects if he runs for higher
office.
"Lott has got to know that the
further you push this thing, the
uglier it can get," said Barry Friedman, a constitutional law professor at Vanderbilt University.
Lott enters this period somewhat on the defensive and with
heavy political considerations. He
recently got wide coverage and

criticism for comparing homosexuals to alcoholics and over reports
that he spoke to a white supremacist group. Lott's spokesman said
he had no recollection of the group
or firsthand knowledge of its views.
On the eve of the House's
impeachment vote, Lott was alone
among top GOP leaders when he
criticized Clinton's strike on Iraq.
On congressional matters, Lott
has taken heat for a lackluster legislative year, putting pressure on
him to get the trial behind the
Senate and move on to the GOP's
agenda of tax cuts and health and
education reforms.
"My own personal feeling is
that he wants this thing to go
away as quickly as possible," said
Edwards, who now teaches at Harvard University.

III Court ...
From Page 1

ing a fight. The investigation into
the fight led to him being charged
He also pleaded guilty to two
with rape.
counts of third-degree burglary,
In other cases, Foust:
theft by unlawful taking more than
• Sentenced Jeffrey Collins, 21, of
$300 and first-degree for the July
a Route 6 address, to one year in jail.
12 break-ins at the Hazel Chekfor second-degree possession of a
Mart and Bob's Corner Store in
forged instrument, alcohol intoxicaNew Concord.
tion, disorderly conduct, no registraLeopard also was sentenced for
tion plates, no insurance, failure to
third-degree rape for having sex
register a vehicle transfer and having
with a former co-worker's daughan expired temporary tag.
ter, who was under the age of 16
Collins was a passenger in his car
and lived at Southside Manor Apartin January 1997 when it was stopped
ments.
by city police. He and the dnver fled
Leopard went to the apartment
the scene, but Collins was later found
complex following the burglaries
by the police department's K-9 unit.
Shell and was cut with a machete dur• Granted two years probation to

Holiday Hours:
All Peoples Bank locations will
close at 4:00 p.m. on Thursday,
December 31, 1998 and will be
closed Friday, January 1, 1999
in observance of
New Year's Day.
Peoples Bank's North Branch
and Kroger Money Market
Center will be open their
regular business hours on
Saturday, January 2, 1999.

Earnest Arley Royal. 20, of Bailey
Road, who had been sentenced to one
year in jail for an amended charge of
attempting to make methamphetamine,
possession of marijuan less than 8
ounces, second-offense possession of
drug paraphernalia and receiving stolen
property less than $300.
Foust ordered him to get in-house
treatment, undergo mental health and
substance abuse tests and pay $367
in fees and fines, as well as agree to
testify against two co-defendants.
• Set a Jan, 6 trial date for Charles
J. Ellis. 23, of Olive Street, who is
charged with second-degree persistent
felony offender, a Class C felony;
fourth-offense driving under the influence, a Class D felony; and misdemeanor counts of second-offense driving on a DUI-suspended license, failure to wear a seat belt and refusing
an alcohol test.
He allegedly was drunk Aug. 1
when stopped by a Kentucky State
Police trooper after Ellis drove along
Waterspon Drive in eastern Calloway
County.
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Vandals hit new city park,
damage Xmas decorations
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Weekenci vandalism to Christmas decorations in the new city
park has prompted park department officials to take down the
remaining decorations earlier than
planned.
Brad Steele, the foreman of the
Murray-Calloway County Parks and
Recreation Departement, said park
workers removed the rest of the
wooden signs Monday instead of
leaving them up until Jan. 1.
Vandals caused $640 damage
to the signs alone, some of which
were sponsored by local businesses,
and moved others onto the road
leading through the park, Steele
said.
They also hit the Bee Creek
Soccer Complex. where they rolled
tires stored at the park's maintenance barn, damaged the concession stand and tore up a grass
turnaround area with vehicles.
The incident happened Sunday
night or early Monday morning,
said Steele, who reported the incident to the Murray Police Depart-

• Goal

ment.
Vandals have cause more than
$5,000 damage in the park since
Halloween, Steele said.
In other reports, Michael Trent
Jones, 36, of Mallory Circle, faces
a felony count of theft by deception more than $300 for allegedly writing a bad check for $1,170
in August.
County
sheriff's
Calloway
deputies arrested Jones at home
Dec. 23 on a Calloway District
Court warrant.
Elsewhere, the sheriff's department is investigating a weekend
report of jewelry allegedly from
Deborah Goodman following a
recent party, according to Sheriff
Stan Scott.
Goodman reported the incident
Munday afternoon.
Sheriff's deputies are also still
investigating the report, of a burglary from storage units on U.S.
641 North on Dec. 23, when someone allegedly took Christmas presents and other items from a unit
rented by Ron Wishon of Hazel,
Scott said.

•••
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"We're going to be giving a
lot of money to a lot of agencies
who desperately need it," she said.
"More agencies are in need of financial help this year than ever before.
"We want the community to
have the money that we raise.
When people give to this campaign, 99 percent of the profit
goes back into this community."
Billington said some changes
are in store for next year's campaign - based on her experiences
this year.
"This is not just a September
to December job - it's a year
around job," she noted. "I'm going
to be attending some meetings next

month to get some education in
the area of United Way campaigns.
"I think I have a feel for this
community and what its needs are
- I don't have to worry about
that. What I need is a little experience in these types of things."
In the future. Billington hopes
to start the campaign earlier and
develop more organization within
it.
"People have to understand the
commitment that is needed for this
job," said Billington. "We have to
assess what the real needs are.
"I want people to become committed to this both physically and
spiritually - not just financially.
Giving of one's time can be worth
more than just money."

Woman injured in accident
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Hazel woman has been treated for injuries she received during a two-car accident.

merit report.

Stinnett reportedly received a
neck injury when she allegedly
rear-ended a truck driven by Philip
Zacheretti, 39, of Knoxville, Tenn.,
as both were northbound on 12th
Emergency Medical Service per- Street, the report said.
Zacheretti had stopped behind
sonnel treated Sheree L. Stinnett,
42. Sunday afternoon following another vehicle at the intersection,
the accident at the intersection of and Stinnett was unable to avoid
North 12th and Chestnut streets, hitting Zacheretti's truck, the report
according to Murray Police Depart- said.
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City police are investigating vandalism in the new city park,
where someone damaged several Christmas decorations and
parks department property at the Bee Creek Soccer Complex.
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as a
report "totally not true." British offi- southern parts of the country
squeezing
for
strategy
U.S.
broad
cials also said none of their planes
Saddam.
was hit.
The northern zone has been
"This is just more propaganda
regularly since April 1991
patrolled
from Saddam Hussein," Leavy said.
U.S.
Clinton
insisted
President
to protect Kurdish rebels, the southpilots acted in self defense and ern zone, in operation since August
Iraqis.
fired only after the Iraqi anti-air- 1992, protects Shiite Muslim
craft site launched missiles at the
Tom Keaney, a retired Air Force
American planes. He also proclaimed that the United States would colonel and head of a foreign polkeep the lid on Iraq's military.
icy institute at Johns Hopkins
"Because we effectively control School of Advanced International
the skies over much of Iraq, Sad- Studies, said Saddam isn't lookdam has been unable to use air ing to encourage another full-scale
power to repress his own people U.S. and British attack. He just
or to lash out again at his neigh- wants to portray Western forces
bors," Clinton said. He described as the bullies to gain sympathy
the barring of Iraqi overflights in in the Arab world and at the Unitthe zones over the northern and ed Nations.
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ALL OVER: With Christmas over, this tree finds a new outdoor home as Calloway County begins the annual holiday
cleanup.
ark,
and
x.

Fire destroys Buffalo home
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A one-story county home hit
by fire Monday night was already
involved when a Calloway County sheriff's deputy reported it,
according to Calloway County FireRescue Chief Greg Cherry.
Deputy Danny McCuiston was
on patrol just after 7 p.m. Mon-

day when he reported the fire at
the Buffalo Road home of Matthew
Lamb, Cherry said.
Twenty-two CCFR members in
four trucks spent about 2 1/2 hours
fighting the fire, he said.
No one was in the house, which
was "a total loss," at the time,
said Cherry, who was unsure of
the cause or the origin of the fire.
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NEW YORK (AP) — Unlike the vampy woman-about-town
she's played for seven seasons on "Melrose Place," new mom
Heather Locklear gets itchy if she's away from home for even a
night these days.
"We'll go out together, to dinner, and both say. 'We miss our
baby. We have to go see our baby,— said Ms. Locklear, who is
married to Bon Jovi guitarist Richie Sambora. Their daughter,
Ava, was born 15 months ago.
Ms. Locklear, 37, said in the next issue of USA Weekend magazine that she's particularly appreciative of her family after her
first marriage to Motley Crue drummer Tommy Lee failed.
"You have to have a bad one to appreciate a good one," she
said.

Gatepost eagle stolen from Jones
FRANKLIN, Tenn. (AP) — Country singer George Jones and
his wife, Nancy, are paring down their annual Christmas display
after a $2,500 gold-plated eagle was stolen from their gatepost.
The eagle disappeared last week after the lavish lights were
dimmed for the evening.
Family spokeswoman Verbalene Simpson said the Joneses are
afraid of more thefts and will remove such items as Jones' rocking chair, which the thief moved but didn't take.
George Jones, 67, is known for such hits as "I Don't Need
Your Rocking Chair" and "He Stopped Loving Her Today."

Daughter gives Reagan chocolates
NEW YORK (AP) — Ronald Reagan's daughter gave him
chocolates, nature photo books and a snow globe for Christmas
this year. She wishes she could give him more time and peace
from Alzheimer's disease.
"I'm not sure if my father still understands Christmas, but I'm
certain he understands giving," Patti Davis wrote in Sunday's New
York Times Magazine.
The former president will be 88 on Feb. 6.
"My father's office is high above Los Angeles. Blue sky and
rooftops are the view from the windows," Ms. Davis wrote. "He
still goes there for a couple of hours on weekday mornings. There
isn't much for him to do, but that isn't the point. It's a routine,
and with Alzheimer's, routines are important. They structure time,
fill the hours."
Reagan tore open the chocolates at his desk.
-Those are all for you, Dad. You don't have to share them
with anyone," his son Michael told him.
"Oh, good," the former president responded, playfully pulling
the sweets toward him.
"When my brother and I leave, I ask him who was given the
greater gift, our father or us." Ms. Davis wrote. "He doesn't need
to answer me; we both know.-

Angelou uses silence in film
NEW YORK (AP) — For author-turned-filmmaker Maya Angelou,
making a movie gave her a chance to use silence to say something.
Angelou makes her directorial debut in "Down in the Delta,"
which opened last weekend and tells the story of a black family.
Two characters are trapped in silence — one by Alzheimer's and
one by autism.
The movie opened over the weekend.
Angelou tapped into her own experience of being sexually
assaulted, an episode that left her speechless for six years.
"For years I thought of my whole body as an ear," Angelou
said. "When I write, I can't use silence. A person reading a book
doesn't want to encounter three or four pages of nothing. With
film, though. I could use silence to tell volumes."
Angelou, a professor at Wake Forest University. N.C.. has written several books of poetry and the best seller "I Know Why the
Caged Bird Sings."

Get Your
Auto
Insurance
From An
Agent
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Mrs. Linda Sue Lassiter, 75, Taylor Store Road, Murray, died
Sunday, Dec. 27, 1998, at 8:06 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was a member of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church. One brother, Charles Thomas Jetton, preceded her in
death. Born March 13, 1923, in Graves County, she was the
daughter of the late Herman Jetton and Masel McClain Jetton.
Survivors include her husband, Marvin Lassiter, to whom she
was married May 31, 1941; one daughter, Mrs. Donna Jackson
and husband, Ronnie. Murray; one grandson, Mitch Jackson and
wife, Laura, Murray; two great-grandchildren, Ashley Jackson and
Sabrina Jackson.
The funeral will be today at 1:30 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Jack Dickerson will officiate.
Singing will be by singers from South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church and by the Mennonite singers.
Pallbearers will be Wallace Lassiter, Paul A. Lassiter, Terry
Lassiter, Linwood Koehn, Arlin Koehn, Gary Cooper, Carl Dalton
and Danny Paschall. Burial will follow in South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.

Derrell C. (Bill) Mathis

Derrell C. (Bill) Mathis, 84, Reidland, died Friday, Dec. 25,
1998, at 4:24 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Born in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Noah
Mathis and Beulah Skaggs Mathis. One sister and four brothers
also preceded him in death.
He was the former owner and operator of M&M Carpet Co.,
and had been the owner of M&M Wholesale Co. A member
of
Margaret Hank Cumberland Presbyterian Church, he was a life
member of the Moose Lodge and a fyrmer member of the Elks
Club and Kiwanis Club.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Doris Brockwell Mathis; one daughter, Mrs. Cherry Dimino, Reidland; three sons, Derrell Mathis
Jr.,
Shaumburg, Ill., Donald L. Mathis, Reidland, and Geoffrey Mathis, Florence, Ariz.; seven grandchildren; three great-grandc
hildren;
several nieces and nephews.
Private memorial services will be scheduled at a later date.
Milner and Orr Funeral Home of Paducah is in charge of arrangements, but no visitation is scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Heart
Association or the American Lung „Association.

Mrs. Tempest Paschall

Mrs. Tempest Paschall, 96, -Murray, died today. Dec 29, 1998,
at 2 a.m. at Puryear Nursing Home, Puryear, Tenn.
She was the widow of James Paul Paschall.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of arrangements.

A

Franklin Boyce McClard

Franklin Boyce McClard, 90, -Radio Road, Almo, died Monday,
Dec. 28, 1998, at 3:55 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a retired farmer and had been a school bus driver for
the Calloway County Board of Education. He was a member
of
Ledbetter Baptist Church.
Born Sept. 19, 1908, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late Dink McClard and Effie Holland McClard. Also preceding him in death were one grandson, Mitchel McClard, one sister, Grace Tatum, and one brother, the Rev. Vessie McClard.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Velma Hopkins McClard, to
whom he was married Dec. 21, 1929; one daughter, Mrs.
Fannie
Mae Williams and husband, James, Westville, Ind.; three sons,
Dwain McClard and wife, Geraldine, Almo, and Gary McClard
and wife, Carol, and Terry McClard and wife, Janice, Murray;
six
grandchildren, Allen McClard and wife, Kirsten, Dena Beach,
Angela DeBoer, Brian McClard and wife, Stephanie. Mamie McClard
and Mark McClard; eight great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Charles McQuire will
officiate. Burial will follow in Ledbetter Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
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Mrs. Luree Lintz

•-• Mrs. Luree • Lintz, 79, 610 Kline Trail, New Concord, died
Monday, Dec. 21, 1998, at her home.
A former elementary school teacher, she had received her bachelor and master degrees from the University of Kansas.
Survivors include three daughters who reside in California.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray was in charge of burial arrangements. No visitation or services are planned.

HOG MARKET

Seven surviving octuplets Report Not Available
still stable but critical
as
Stock Market Report Prices
of 9 a.m.

HOUSTON (AP) — Under the
care of a hovering corps of doctors, nurses and respiratory therapists, the seven surviving Houston octuplets remained in stable
but critical condition Monday.
Four of the babies kept breathing on their own, while three —
Ebuka, Ikem and Gorom —
remained on ventilators. Gorom,
the last baby out of Nkem Chukwu's womb during a Dec. 20 Caesarean section, is recovering from
abdominal surgery.
All of the babies are expected
to remain in critical condition for
the foreseeable future.'Actors have
said they probably won't leave
Texas Children's Hospital until
March at the earliest.
Ms.
Chukwu,
meanwhile,
remained in stable condition at
neighboring St. Luke's Episcopal
Hospital. She isn't expected to leave

until later this week, according to
that hospital.
The remaining five girls and
two boys ranged in birth weight
between 1 and 2 pounds and were
considered the healthiest of the
group. Odera, a girl born at just
10.3 ounces, died Sunday morning after failing to beat the odds
against lung and heart failure.
"The most significant thing is
that it reminded all of us that this
child was an individual human
being, rather than the usual bundling
of all of them as eight babies,"
said Chido Nwangwu, a member
of the parents' Igbo tribe of Nigeria and publisher of the Houstonbased newspaper USAfrica.
"This is a terrible thing that
has happened, the passage of one,"
said Nwangwu, who maintains contact with Ms. Chukwu, 27, and
her husband, Iyke Louis Udobi.

Gay-student slaying suspects
could receive death penalty
LARAMIE. Wyo. (AP) — Two
men accused of killing gay University of Wyoming student
Matthew Shepard could receive
lethal injections if convicted.
Prosecutor Cal Rerucha served
notice Monday that he will seek
the death penalty against Aaron
McKinney and Russell Henderson,
both 21. They are charged with firstdegree murder, kidnapping and
aggravated robbery.
Shepard, 21, allegedly was beaten with the butt of a handgun and
robbed of $20 after he was lured
from a bar by the two suspects,
who targeted Shepard because he
was gay. police said.
Shepard was found tied to a
log fence outside Laramie. He died
on Oct. 12. five days after the attack.

The beating brought condemnation from President Clinton, who
renewed a call to expand the federal hate crimes law to include
crimes based on a victim's sexual orientation, gender or disability.
Wyoming, nicknamed the Equality State because it was the first
to let women vote, serve on juries
and hold public office, is one of
nine states with no hate-crime law.
Rerucha will have to prove one
or more of 12 aggravating cirunder
allowed
cumstances
Wyoming law. The list includes
whether the murder was "especially atrocious or cruel," "unnecessarily torturous" and occurred
during a robbery, burglary or kidnapping.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
The Paducah Sun
A Kentucky Supreme Court ruling upholding a
new state law that will allow county officials to
receive pay raises as high as 65 percent should
lead to an improvement in the quality of local
government.
Under different circumstances, the prospect of
government officials receiving such a windfall might
be cause for public outrage.
But the General Assembly wisely acted to reverse
the damage inflicted by an anachronistic provision
of the state Constitution, which created a pay cap
for county officials of $48,726 a year.
This irrational salary limitation affected the sheriff, jailer, clerk andjudge-executive in each of the
state's 120 counties. In some of the larger coun-

ties this resulted in officials ... receiving salaries
far below average for ttok private sector.
The constitutional salary cap applies to county
officials who don't have statewide responsibilities.
Lawmakers argued these officials do have duties
that apply statewide; for instance, sheriffs have
arrest powers anywhere in the state and judgeexecutives have the authority to perform marriages
in any county.
This argument is a bit strained, but it serves
the cause of good government.
The new system will increase pay for county
officials based on experience and the size of the
county.
It should help attract better-qualified candidates
into local government service.
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Ban full of exceptions
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Clinton administration vigorously
defends a federal ban on promoting gambling on television
and radio, saying the law protects compulsive gamblers from
the lure of casinos and games
of chance.
But does it?
"The genie is out of the bot- grant full revicw. and decide the
tle," says Washington lawyer W. ban's constitutionality.
The ban is not being enforced
Randolph Teslik. -The law is ridin
nine Western states because
dled with exceptions."
Congress has amended the anti- the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
broadcast law to allow airing ads Appeals in San Francisco struck
for casinos on Indian reserva- it down last year,'
The Supreme Court refused in
tions, state-run lotteries or any
gambling sponsored by non-prof- February to review that ruling,
it promoters workin . for chari- keeping the appeals court decision binding law in Alaska, Aritable purposes.
Today, 37 states and the Dis- zona, California, Hawaii. Idaho,
trict of Columbia sponsor — and Montana, Nevada, Oregon and
aggressively advertise — lotter- Washington.
In asking the nation's highest
ies.
court
to review the New Jersey
More than two-thirds of the
states are home to Indian-owned judge's ruling even before the
Philadelphia-based 3rd U.S. Circasinos.
cuit
Court of Appeals looks at
Metairie, La., lawyer Ashton
Hardy calls the broadcast ban it, administration lawyers pointed
"but a wisp" of what Congress to studies detailing the economic and social problems, such as
originally passed decades ago.
A pair of cases focusing on compulsive gambling and organthe ban as it affects privately ized crime, associated with .casirun, non-Indian casinos — legal no gambling and other gambling
in 22 states — are before the activities.
The government lawyers wrote
Supreme Court. In one, the New
Orleans-based 5th U.S. Circuit that "broadcast advertising of casiCourt of Appeals has upheld the no gambling would directly conban; in the other, a federal judge tribute to compulsive gambling
in New Jersey struck it down by reaching into the homes of
as a violation of free-speech rights. current and potential compulsive
The Supreme Court is not gamblers and giving them immeexpected to say until sometime diate and repeated exposure to
early in 1999 whether it will the sights and sounds of gam-

Attention
Washington!
Let your elected officials
know what you think. For
information regarding your
state officials, call the
Ledger at 753-1916.

U.S. REP ED WHITFIELD
236 Cannon ['Nut Offke Building.
Washington, I)(
202-225-1547 1,k"ishinsttin)

Ming, presented in especial1.).
attractive and persuasive ways."
In defending the broadcast ban,
they said "no non-speech regulatory alternative offers comparable benefits in terms of reducing the risks and costs of compulsive gambling."
Hardy; who represents the
Greater New Orleans Broadcasting Association and individual
radio and television stations, told
the Supreme Court that the government's stated concern for compulsive gamblers is hard to swallow.
"Broadcasters are encouraged to
air advertisements that feature
gaming conducted on Indian reservations and are permitted to broadcast advertisements that feature
pari-mutuel betting and other
sports betting," he noted.
Teslik, who represents casino
owners and broadcasters, said in
an interview he believes recent
Supreme Court rulings cut against
the government ban.
He points to a 1996 decision
in which the court ruled that
states may not ban all advertising that refers to liquor prices.
The justices, in splintered voting, struck down a Rhode Island
:
law aimed at promoting sobriet)

Just drop us a line ...
The Ledger & Times welcomes letters to the editor.
All letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case
verification is necessary. Letters must be brief. We
reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be sent to Murray Ledger and Times,
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071. They may also be
faxed to (502) 753-1927 or e-mailed to mlt@mursuky.campus.mci.net.

U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
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Reviewing Main Street
This is the darkest season of
the year. And the coldest. A time
for reflection on things past 4nd
present; a time to balance the books
and weigh light against shadow.
Since last year at this time, I have
logged more than 40,000 words
on Main Street.
Many of you have been with
me at every turn; full of patience
and encouragement, understanding
that writing a weekly column is a
contract something like marriage:
We're in it together for the long
haul, and there are the proverbial
ups and downs. Some weeks, admittedly, are better than others.
For the most part, the easiest
columns to compose have been the
ones about children. Writing about
Murray Elementary's annual edition of Scribbles is a ritual I look
forward to every year. And a visit
to Concord Elementary's summer
writing project in Paducah inspired
a piece that almost wrote itself.
Most recently, an account of
The Santa Project, which helps
parents make some of their children's Christmas wishes come true,
opened hearts, as well as wallets,
if the feedback I have received is
accurate.
The most difficult columns to
write have also been about young
people. The Heath High School
tragedy in 1997 was followed all
too quickly by similar carnage in
Jonesboro and Pearl.
For, me, writing about these
events provoked questions I still
am asking: Why is it that girls
seem to be the targets of most of
these assassinations? Is this a pattern or a gruesome coincidence?
Is there something we could be
doing better, besides clamoring to
lower the age for the death penalty?
With the state legislature in session last January, there was plenty of fodder to root through. The
topic I focused on was a bill in
support of student-led prayer in
public schools. Fortunately, there
were not enough votes to pass it

this time around.
Perhaps by the next legislative
session, our elected representatives
will have realized that anyone,
even students, can pray whenever
they want to. And most of us do
not need to be led in prayer to do
that. Anyone who has ever taken
a final exam should know that.
Writers love to read, and writing about books has been a pleasure this year. In March, I reviewed
Rilla Askew's The Mercy Seat, a
novel which starts in Kentucky
and ends in Oklahoma's Indian
Territory. In May, Kentucky poet,
Tony Crunk, was the topic of another column, with quotes from his
award-winning volume, Living In
the Resurrection.
, Later in the summer,former Murray State University poetry instructor, Christopher Davis' new book,
The Patriot, was featured. My interview with the poet yielded information about which of the poems
were written while he lived on
Main Street in Murray. His poem,
"Little Crisis Framed in My Window," describes a disturbing scene
he witnessed from his apartment
above Owen's Market.
Lorene Turner Higgins' story,
Renie from Golden Pond, chronicled the moonshine era, and one
woman's candid memories of the
joy and despair of those bygone
days.
A couple of times this past year,
I awoke with a start early Tuesday morning, column day, worrying about the reception an essay
would receive. The aforementioned
piece on school prayer caused a
few pre-dawn twinges, as did one
on WKMS's mandate to broadcast
university football and basketball

games.
Just last week, I finally caved
in and wrote about the Lewinsky/
Clinton debacle, and have been
surprised at the number of comments from others who decry the
president's impeachment.
Though there are many situations I would like to rant about in
print _most consistently, the exorbitant and accelerating cost of
health care coverage for individuals and small businesses - I tend
to shy away from controversy.
When I do take the plunge, I
am always heartened by the fairminded responses from people who
disagree with the opinion, but honor
the right of free speech and public discourse.
Which brings me to those most
generous of spirit - readers who,
year after year, ask for more stories about my family. This year I
wrote about my mother's renegade
cousins, the Keeney's; my Aunt
Regina, the saint of Prospect Park,
Brooklyn; learning how to read
with Sister Aloyisius; and a oncein-a-lifetime trip I made with my
father the year he died.
feel like I knew your mother," a retail clerk tells me as she
rings up my sale at a local store.
"There's not so much difference
between a small town in New Jersey and a small town in Kentucky," a neighbor observes.
Thank you for another year of
reading Main Sweet. As I look ahead
to 1999, my 11 year of writing
this column. I ask for your continued support and welcome your
comments. Write to me in care of
this newspaper, or contact me on
e-mail: <cacalexander@hotmail.
com>

Gore balances Clinton's fate
WASHINGTON (AP) — Loyalty is in the job description, and
Vice President Al Gore is providing loyalty plus as President
Clinton's defender-in-chief in the
impeachment struggle. It is a standup role that not only serves Clinton but may also boost Gore as
he seeks the Democratic nomination for the White House in 2000.
The vice president won't talk
about his obvious candidacy, saying it is too early for that.
Now, the issue is impeachment
of his boss and the Senate trial
or censure just ahead. Gore, who
jokes about his earned reputation
as a staid, stiff political figure, is
a vehement voice for the defense.
He said he is fighting mad at the
way House Republicans pushed
the near party-line votes for
impeachment. And he sometimes
acts it.
But he carefully defers to the
sensitivities of the Senate, where
he served before Clinton chose
him for vice president in 1992.
Gore said there will be no lobbying or buttonholing of senators
to seek support against the conviction and ouster of the president, which would take an improbable 67 votes. That is a bow to
Senate elders who insist that there
must be no jury tampering, as
Sen. Robert C. Byrd, D-W.Va. put
it, and no White House role in
shaping any censure settlement to
avoid trial.
But, in an interview published
Saturday, Gore said he will feel
free to consult with senators who
seek out his views. And, since
the vice president also serves as
president of the Senate, Gore told
the Los Angeles Times that he
may have to cast tie-breaking votes
on issues such as admissibility of
evidence
Clinton has invited censure;
Gore said it is the penalty Americans think appropriate in the Monica Lewinsky scandal, and he
denounced House GOP leaders for
refusing to permit a Note on it
there.
At the same time. Gore speaks
in his TV interviews and other
forums to quash the notion that
the president might resign. as House

POLITICAL NEWS ANALYSIS

GOP leaders said he should. "He idential primaries in 2000.
-h
has been a great president," Gore at which the vice president and
said in a CNN interview. "He is early favorite has an advantage over
not going to resign.- For empha- Democratic rivals.
sis, he said it again five times in
His stand with Clinton will be
an asset with the Democrats who
the same interview.
When House Democrats rallied vote in primaries, and with prospecto Clinton at the White House tive donors.
Still, it is not a simple role.
after the impeachment votes, and
after Rep. Bob Livingston, who There were complaints among his
would have become the speaker, supporters when Gore declared
stepped aside because of his own himself proud of Clinton the day
affairs and said the president should after the president admitted the
do the same, Gore told them:
Lewinsky affair after seven months
"What America needs is not of deceptive denials.
resignations, but .the renewal of
When the case began, nearly a
civility, respect for one another, year ago, Gore said he believed
decency toward each other."
Clinton's denials. He has sideAt this point, a good defense stepped the question of whether
would seem to be good politics, Clinton lied to him, saying doestoo. The public opinion polls show n't disclose private conversations
record-rate job approval for Clin- with the president. He says that
ton, although the same surveys what Clinton did was terribly
mark him low for personal con- wrong.
duct and honesty. They show that
Eventually, there is another
most Americans think it best that threshold awaiting Gore. When
he complete his elected term, two Vice President Gerald R. Ford was
more years. And a survey on atti- defending Richard M. Nixon early
tudes toward the Republicans in in 1974, against Watergate charges
Congress put their standing at a he said were the work of extreme
I4-year low amid the impeach- partisans — Democrats in that
ment turmoil.
case — Ford also said, "I shall
Obviously, that could change. remain my own man."
So, too, could the prospering econThat ended short Of impeachomy, a boon to Clinton in his ment with Nixon's resignation as
troubles, and to Gore as his part- president, after he had to surrenner and chosen successor. There der tape-recorded proof of his own
may be other problems. While role in the coverup.
Gore has been spared a special
Ford said that had he known
prosecutor investigation into his of that evidence, "I would not
fund-raising conduct for the 1996 have made a number of the statecampaign, the broader case is not ments I've made."
closed.
As a candidate, Gore will have
"I've got a big job as vice to stop being the man two steps
president." Gore said in the CNN behind the president at White House
interview. "The year 2000 is still proceedings, and reestablish his
a long way off."
own, independent identity.
But not so long that he hasn't
That emergence is vital for a
started lining up his organization vice president seeking to be profor the presidential campaign. He'll moted.
also have to raise funds in 1999
And balancing it with loyalty
for the burst of early season pres- to the boss is not simple.
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Jan. 22 marks the 26th anniversary since the U.S. Supreme
Court decision that made abortion legal in this country.
Churches across the country are setting aside the Sunday
before or after this date to celebrate the inherent value of all
human life and place an emphasis on what the Bible teaches
about the sanctity of human life.
Many helpful materials for use in Sunday School classes,
Bible studies or even a Sunday morning service, are available
through LifeHouse Care Center, 1506 Chestnut St., Murray.
Persons may contact LifeHouse by calling 753-0700, or by fax,
753-0707, or by e-mail, lifehouse@apex.net.

• Kristen Morris and Tori Wolff built a chimney for Santa in
the blocks center at Montessori Discovery School.

Open house is today
In celebration of the season, an open house will be today (Tuesday) from 2 to 5 p.m. at the home of Richard Huddleston, president of the local chapter of National Association of Retired Federal Employees. All federal retirees are welcome. For information
call 753-2959.

HOSPITAL REPORTS

4-H event at Shared Care
On Wednesday from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. in the basement of the
Weaks Center, there will be a 4-H and Shared Care Games Day.
All interested 4-H youth are welcome to attend.

Pet Therapy Thursday
Pet Therapy will be Thursday at 3 p.m. Persons participating
with their pets will meet in the parking lot of the Calloway County Public Library. This is open to all interested persons. For more
information call Lois Ruiz at 436-2453.

Project Graduation meeting
The first meeting for Project Graduation for the seniors at Calloway County High School will be Jan. 13 at 4:30 p.m. in the
school library. All parents are asked to place this meeting on their
calendar. For information .call Natasha Parrish at CCHS, phone
762-7374.

Singles' dance on Thursday
The New Year's Eve Dance, sponsored by the Singles Organizational Society (SOS), will be Thursday from 8 p.m. to 12:30
a.m. at the Creason Building, just off Old 641 in Benton. Music
will be by coordinated by Dottie Sager. Persons may request their
favorite selections. Each one is asked to bring a snack to share
with beverages, party hats, favors and noise makers being furnished. Door prizes will be awarded. Singles may come alone or
bring a date and meet singles from West Kentucky, West Tennessee
and Southern Illinois. The charge will be $7 per person. For more
information call Vickie at 759-5395 or Doris at 753-0273.

Senior Friends plan dance

Courtney Anne Adams
and Ryan Richard Vanover

Adams and Vanover
wedding to be Jan. 23
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Adams Jr. of Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Courtney Anne
Adams, to Ryan Richard Vanover, son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Vanover of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Lorraine Varns and
the late William C. Adams Sr., and of the late Jenny C. Humphreys,
the late D.T. Humphreys, and Mrs. Jean Humphreys, all of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Mary A. Ballance and the
late Dorris G. Ballance of Wolf Lake, Ill., and the late Ben Vanover
and the late Mrs. Nell Vanover of Grand Tower, Ill.
Miss Adams is a graduate of Murray High School and of Georgetown College, Georgetown, with a bachelor's degree in elementary
education.
Mr. Vanover is a graduate of Murray High School and is employed
by Adams Construction of Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, Jan. 23, 1999, at 6 p.m. at First
Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will immediately follow the ceremony at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

The Jackson Purchase Chapter of Senior Friends will have its
first New Year's Eve Dance Thursday from 8:30 p.m. to 12:30
a.m. at St. Joseph Catholic Church Parish Center, Mayfield. The
cost will be $9 in advance or $7.50 at the door. Each one is asked
to bring a snack to share. Soft drinks will be available. For more
information call 1-502-251-4470 or 1-502-247-9748.

WKMS radio plans programs
Radio Station WKMS-FM 91.3 programming will include New
Year's Eve Coast to Coast on Thursday at 8 p.m., and New Year's
Day with the Zubin Mehta and the Vienna Boys Choir at 10 a.m.
on Friday.
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Red Cross will offer classes
The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will
offer a variety of Health & Safety classes in January. Community
First Aid & Safety will be on Jan. 4 and 11 from 5 to 11 p.m.
at the Weaks Community Center. On Jan. 14 from 5 to 11 p.m. a
CPR Recertification and Preventing Disease Transmission class will
be at the Weaks Center. Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be
the location for a CIPR for the Professional Rescuer Class on Jan.
16 from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Those interested must register at
the Red Cross office, located on the second floor of the Weaks
Center, South Seventh and Poplar Streets. For more information
call 753-1421.

BIRTHS
Maggie Ann Muehleman
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Muehleman of Lexington are the parents of
a daughter, Maggie Ann Muehleman, born Wednesday, Dec. 16, 1998,
at 10:05 p.m.
The baby weighed five pounds 11 ounces and measured 19 inches. The mother is the former Lisa L. Brewer.
Grandparents are Judy Muehleman and Tom and Becky Muehleman, all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Mrs. Alberta Muehleman of St. Petersburg,
Fla., and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hicks of Alton, Ill.

Congratulations
Frankie McNutt
Kopperud Realty

From the management & staffof...

KOPPERUID REALTY
7534222

711 Main St.
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Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

•Building
•Office - Furniture & Equipment
III SHOE DEPARTMENT- Furniture & Shelving
II Kitchen Appliances - From Lounge
•Supplies & Gift Wrap

Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

753-5227

HOURS
New Years Week
10 a.m.--4 p.m.• Tues.. Wed. & Thurs.

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

For Others Call For Appointment
502-7753-0258 or 502-1424465

60 million people use the internet.
Can they shop from YOUR websIte?

GDRD Networking
Teletimmunications
-Web Hosting and Page Development
-Internet Commerce
-LAN/WAN networks
-Phone Systems and voicemail
-Computer repair and support
-Y2K preparation

1998 Realtor
ofthe Year
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Two newborn admissions and County Hospital for Dec. 25 have
dismissals at Murray-Calloway been released as follows:
County Hospital for Dec. 24 have
Newborn admission
been released as follows:
Keel baby boy, parents. Stephen
Newborn admissions
and Celena, Murray.
Hicks baby boy, mother, Nicole
Dismissals
Maxlow, Murray; Rose. baby girl,
Miss Kimberly Ann Sigrist, Dexparents, Amy and Jeremy, Mur- ter; James Richard Hornbuckle.
ray.
Mrs. Vicki Elaine Reese and Ms.
Dismissals
Peggy D. Billington, all of MurAdolphus Sheridan, Hazel; Mrs. ray.
Sharon Elizabeth Young, Billie Joe
Wilson and Miss Shanna M. Hess,
Dismissals and one expiration
all of Benton; John Wesley Yow, at Murray-Calloway County HosKirksey; Walter Palka, Puryear, pital for Dec. 26 have been released
Tenn.; Mrs. Anna Marie Bell, Almo; as follows:
Stephen David Moeller, Hardin;
Dismissals
Mrs. Larue Wells, Jason Adam
Miss Caitlyn Ealey, Benton',
Smith, Mrs. Brenda Kay MontMrs. Louise R. Williams, Kengomery, Mrs. Mary Catherine neth Miles Cook, Mrs. Nellie DotOsban,
Mrs. Mabel Rogers, son,
Leonard A. Lamb, Mrs. Cynthia
Mrs. Amy M. Rose and baby
Jane Lassiter and Miss Rebecca girl, Freeman Willoughby and
A. Hargrove, all of Murray.
Thomas R. Watkins, all of Murray.
One newborn admission and
Expiration
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
J.V. Hill, Hazel.

%MOM
of Murray

489-2666
http//gdowdy.simpienetcom
Greg Dowdy

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
afte• rcru 513 S. 12th
L
A

St.

V/S4

753-4461

Custom Cabinets
9 Woodworking
'Office Furniture &
*Kitchen Cabinets
Entertainment Centers
& Vanities
•Solid Surface Countertops

502-759-9672
301 Andrus Drive • Murray

We can provide information and coverage for your

AUTO
INSURANCE
Bodily Injury Liability
Property Damage Liability
Accidental Death
Medical Payments
Collision
Comprehensive
Uninsured Motorists
Undinsured Motorists
Emergency Road Service

Ask About Shelter's

HOME,LIFE, FARM,BUSINESS
coverages too
www.shelterins.com
We'll always
be there for you
Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St. • Murray
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN

Shelter Insurance Co. Home Office 1817 W Broadway, Columbia, MO 66218
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UK hosts Tennessee St.,
looks to end losing skid

Racers to
meet SW
Louisiana
today at 3

Evans, Prince to sit out
By STEVE BAILEY
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky likely will not be at full strength as it looks to
snap a two-game losing streak — the team's
first in more than four seasons — tonight
against Tennessee State.
Wildcats' coach Tubby Smith said Monday
that starters Heshimu Evans and Tayshaun Prince
both have a stomach virus and probably will
not play in the team's non-conference finale
against the Tigers.
Prince missed the team's last two practices
and Evans missed Monday's practice, Smith
said.
Smith would not name replacements but
said whoever did see action for the No. 7
Wildcats (10-3) would be ready to put disappointing back-to-back losses to Duke and
Louisville behind them.
"I think our guys are anxious to figure
out what we did wrong and make the corrections and go out there and try to imple-

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
HONOLULU -- Murray State
will be back in action today in
the Outrigger Hotels Rainbow
Classic, taking on Southwestern
Louisiana at 3 p.m. Central time.
The Racers(9-1)suffered their
first loss of the season Sunday
night at the tournament, falling
to North Carolina-Charlotte 8875.
Southwestern Louisiana enters
today's contest at 4-6.
Should Murray State win
today, it would play again
Wednesday at 5:30 Central time
against the winner oftoday's Mississippi State-Florida State contest. Mississippi State lost to
Texas 81-77 Monday while
Princeton downed Florida State
50-46.
A loss today would drop Murray State into the seventh place
game Wednesday at 3 p.m. Central time against the loser of
the Mississipi State-Florida State
game.

File photo

Kentucky forward Scott Padgett says
the Wildcats must be mentally ready
for tonight's game against Ohio Valley
Conference member Tennessee State.

Pak named
AP female
athlete of
the year
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
They have the same dynamic
smile, the same knack for winning a major championship in
unforgettable fashion. They both
were trained in unorthodox manners by fathers obsessed with them
becoming a champion.
Se Ri Pak and Tiger Woods
now share something else in common.
Pak, the South Korean rookie
who won two majors and took
women's golf to its highest level
of popularity in 20 years, today
was named Associated Press
-Female Athlete of the Year in a
close vo1e over Tennessee basketball star Chamique Holdsclaw.
The award comes one year after
Woods became the first golfer in
• See Page 7

ment those corrections," Smith said. "We've
got a good group of guys that understands
what hard work is all about, and having been
part of the tradition and success of the program helps carry you a long way.
"We've got a group of guys who are not
going to get too far down and who are not
going to get too high. That's one of the things
we try to talk to them about."
Talk or no talk, Kentucky will have to try
hard not to take its recent frustrations out on
the Tigers (4-4), who haven't played a game
since a 55-48 loss to New Orleans in the
UNO Classic on Dec. 20.
"We've got to go out there and be mentally ready," said forward Scott Padgett, who
scored a team-high 13 points in Saturday's
83-74 loss to Louisville. "We've got to know
the scouting report up and down, know their
strengths and try to take them away from
them.
"We can't go out there and try to take it
out on somebody. If you play with too much
emotion you make silly mistakes. That's the
thing we've got to eliminate."
Tennessee State is led by sophomore guard
Jamie Roberts, who is averaging 20 points
O See Page 7

McGwire named
AP male athlete
of year Monday

File photo

Following his record-setting 70-home run season, the St. Louis Cardinals' Mark McGwire
has been named the Associated Press' Male Athlete of the year. McGwire easily won the
award over the Chicago Cubs' Sammy Sosa.

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
Mark McGwire's home runs did
more than win games for the St.
Louis Cardinals. Those 70 big
swings won back fans for the
whole sport.
For setting a record that may
outlast him, and for helping save
the game of baseball, Big Mac
was picked Monday as The Associated Press Male Athlete of the
Year.
"It's America's pastime. And if
took one person ,,to help get it
back on the map, and people say
it's me, that's great," McGwire
said.
In a season considered by many
to be the greatest ever, the 6-foot5 redhead stood tallest of them
all. From his grand slam on opening day to No. 70 on his final
swing, McGwire captivated the
nation.
"Did he hit one?" became the

Lakers reach final of Martin tourney
Meet Carlisle for
title Wednesday
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MARTIN, Tenn. -- Calloway
County's boys advanced to the
championship game of the Martin
Lions Club Christmas Tournament
with a 53-46 win over Paragould.
Ark., Monday night.
The Lakers will now meet
Carlisle County -- 69-56 winners
over Greenfield. Tenn., Monday - in Wednesday's 7:30 p.m. cham-

pionship game
Against Paragould. Calloway (53) trailed 14-11 after one quarter.
but owned a 23-21 edge at halftime and led 35-28 after three
periods.
Austin Wyatt led Calloway with
21 points while Ben Underhill
added 14. The Lakers were 20 of
23 at the free throw line.
In other games Monday. Martin Westview defeated Fulton County 70-63 and Gleason downed Dyer
County 52-33.
Western Kentucky
Bank Classic

Lakers 53, Paragould, Ark, 46

Lady Tigers 50, Carlisle 49

Calloway Co.
11 23 35 — 53
Paragould
14 21 28 — 46
Calloway Co. — A Wyatt 21 Underhill
14. Patterson 7, Stubblefield 7, Tracy 4,
M Wyatt FG: 16 3-point FG: 1 FT:
20-23 Rebounds: NA Record: 6-3
Paragould
Morton 19, Butler 7,
Getson 7. Grimes 7, Sisk 3, Britt 2.
Elmore 1 FG: 16 3-point FG: 5 FT: 919 Rebounds: NA Record: NA

Murray
19 30 38 — 50
Carlisle Co.
17 22 36 — 49
Murray — Greene 13. Dunn 12, Lawson
10, Edwards 9. Miles 2, Ray 2,
Thompson 2 FG: 16.3-point FG: 9
(Dunn 4, Greene 2. Edwards 2,
Lawson). FT: 9-15. Rebounds: 23.
Record: 7-3.
Carlisle Co. — Hoskins 23, Parham 8,
King 7, Hill 4, Vinyard 3, Crooks 2,
Hogancamp 2. FG: 12. 3-point FG: 2
(Hoskins, Parham).
FT: 23-35.
Rebounds: 27. Record: 4-6.

Murray's boys dropped an 8552 decision to Hopkins Central in
the round-robin Western Kentucky
Bank Classic at Hopkins Central

High School Monday. Further
details were unavailable.

Murray faces Grayson County
today.
Girls
Murray 50, Carlisle 49
MARTIN, Tenn. -- Murray's
Lady Tigers broke a three-game
losing streak Monday as they nipped
Carlisle County 50-49 in the Martin Lions Club Christmas Tournament.
Murray (7-3) will meet Fulton
County today at 4:30 to decide
fifth place. Fulton County beat
Fulton City 54-33 Monday.
See Page 7

Jags build momentum by downing Steelers
By EDDIE PELLS
AP Sports Writer
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP) —
The Jacksonville Jaguars played
great defense, snapped a two-game
losing streak and made their biggest
rivals look had.
The only thing missing was Mark
Brunell.
The Jaguars enjoyed as good a
Monday night as they could hope
for with Brunell on the sidelines.
getting a solid performance from
Jonathan Quinn in a 21-3 victory
over the Pittsburgh Steelers.

The game was meaningless in
the standings. but it carried much
more weight in the Jaguars' locker room. It gave them a boost for
the playoffs and put an exclamation point on their first AFC Central title.
"This was the Pittsburgh Steelers. they've been the champs and
we wanted to prove to them that
we're the champs now," left tackle Tony Boselli said. "A new reign
has started in the AFC Central.
That's why this was a big game
for us.-

Thc Jaguars (11-5) were reeling from a 50-10 loss to the Minnesota Vikings last week. Quinn
bounced back, however, throwing
for 192 yards and getting a touchdown each running and passing.
Of course, the Jaguars know their
playoff hopes — beginning Sunday against New England — rest
not on Quinn, but on Brunch, who
missed his third straight game with
a high ankle sprain.
"We'll just have to see,- coach
Tom Coughlin said."He has to show
a little more strength in that (ankle)

area. He has tJ'o show he can push
off and take a hit and protect himself. He's made outstanding
progress."
So has the defense.
The three points were the fewest
allowed in Jacksonville's four-year
history. The only low point was
the 139 yards Jerome Bettis put
up against the NFL's 26th-ranked
defense. The Bus surpassed the
century mark for the eighth straight
time on a Monday night.
"Lots has been said about our
defense, and the numbers don't

add up,- Coughlin said. ''There were
a lot of rushing yards tonight and
there were a lot last week. But
again, 11-5 ... A lot of guys tonight
were going on guts alone."
It was another good night for
Fred Taylor, who caught 9-yard
screen pass for a touchdown and
scored on a 12-yard run in the
third quarter for a 21-3 lead.
Taylor finished the season with
17 touchdowns, tied for second in
the league with Minnesota Vikings
II See Page 7

daily buzzwords among millions
of fans and nonfans alike, especially as his riveting race with
Sammy Sosa heated up near the
end of the season.
And then came the best snapshot of them all: the night he hit
No. 62 in St. Louis to break Roger
Mans' 37-year-old record. After
rounding the biases, an exuberant
McGwire lifted his son, Matt, in
a bear hug, embraced Sosa, whose
Chicago Cubs happened to be playing against him, and then saluted
the Mans family that was on hand
to witness history.
That September evening at
Busch Stadium, with fireworks
exploding overhead and cheers
coming from all around the globe,
it seemed like baseball had — at
last — broken free from its poststrike problems.
McGwire easily won the Male
III See Page 7

Five NFL
coaches
fired; More
to come?
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Writer
The next time a group of NFL
coaches gets together and someone says "Black Monday," nobody
should ask him what he's talking about.
It was the day five NFL coaches — one-sixth of the league's
total — were fired within a few
hours of one another.
And it probably didn't end
there.
"I think it's disgusting. Some
of the better coaches in the NFL
got fired today," said one of the
survivors, Miami's Jimmy Johnson — a close friend of fired
Chicago coach Dave Wannstedt.
"I know we're highly paid,
hut it's a shame when coaches'
jobs are dependent on injuries,
skyboxes, people in the stands
and officiating calls," Johnson
said. "... It doesn't give me a
good feeling about our profession when I see things like I
saw this morning."
• See Page 7
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Jane Rogers Ins.

From Page 6

'See me for all your family insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
,,,,, I••••

733-9627
Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there_
Slate Farm Ineurence Companies
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HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL

Marshall Co. Classic
Marshall Co 64, Fulton City 42
Nelson Co. Classic
Mercer Co 84 Eminence 53
Nelson Co 88, Butler Co 58
Owensboro Invitational Tournament
Owensboro 60. Tnnity 42
Paps John's Classic
First round
Montgomery Co 63, Elliott Co 44
Pendleton Co 69, Rowan Co 59
Pepsi Christmas Classic
First round
Bracken Co 55, Maysville St Patnck

Monday's Games
Boys:
Coy Holmes 47 Coy St Henry 30
Dawson Springs 72. Lyon Co 60
Raceland 61, Bellevue 60
Wayne Co 63, West Carter 52
Alamo Shootout
First round
Xavenan (N Y.) 46, Bowling Green
Greenwood 41
Atlanta Deep South Mosaic
Graves Co 62. Shiloh (Ga.) 44
Bullitt Co. Roundball Classic
Barbourville 70, Bullitt Central 58
Lou Shawnee 92, North BulIM 67
Woodford Co 84, Bullitt East 81
Classic Reynolds Holiday Tournament
Bowling Green 87, Daviess Co 50
Owensboro Apollo 68. Somerset 52
Coca-Cola Holiday Classic
Bardstown 71. Tngg Co 66
Bethesda Chnstian 60, Lou. Chnstian
56
Edmonson Co 54, Lou. Country Day
34
Lou Beth Haven 80, Lou. Evangel 46
Covington Latin Holiday Tournament
First round
Lou Collegiate 75. Augusta 67
Lou St Francis 72, Coy Latin 23
Cumberland Falls Invitational Tournament
At Corbin
Boyle Co. 79, Jones Co.. Ga 45
Corbin 93, Hazard 78
Palm Coast (Fla )63, Union S C 52
Dairy Queen Classic
First round
West Jessamine 57, Lawrence Co. 53
Derby City Classic
Erlanger Lloyd 2, Cumberland Co 0
(forfeit)
Pulaski Co 66, Lou. Doss 53
Todd Central 57. Lou. Central 52
District 31-32 Shootout
At Gallatin Co.
Gallatin Co 87, Owen Co 35
Walton-Verona 69, Carroll Co. 49
Fifth Third Bank Holiday Classic
Quarterfinals
Lou Male 64, Franklin Co 60
Scott Co 74, Lou Ballard 71
Southern Lab (La ) 77, Madison Central 73
Consolation
Clay Co. 91, Cathedral Academy (Ga.)
57
Fleming Co. 43, Cathedral Prep (Pa )
37
Harlan 58, Boyd Co. 55(0T)

52
Rotary Ram Classic
First round
Ridgewood (Fla )52, Berea 50
St. Martin's Invitational
First round
Grant Co 49, Lutcher (La )47
Sherry Back Memorial Tournament
At Cumberland
Buckhom BO, Pineville 73
Evarts 91, Riverside Chnstian 81
Letcher 51. Cumberland 47
Onetta, Tenn 63, Shelby Valley 61
Southern Christmas Tournament
At Lou. Southern
First round
Lou St Xavier 78, Lou. Doss 48
Lou Western 80. Lou Central 77
Star Bank Scottie Classic
Monroe Co 78, Powell Co 76
First round
Adair Co 76, Metcalfe Co 60
Glasgow 66, Taylor Co 48
Logan Co 73, Cavema 58
Suncoast Holiday Classic
Quarterfinals
Plant City (Fla )64, East Jessamine
56
Williamsburg 71, Clearwater Catholic
(Fla.) 53
Sunshine Classic
First round
Leslie Co 76, Luthers (Fla.) 35
, Lou. DeSales 56, Cocalico (Pa )49
Oveida (Fla.) 53, Lou DeSales 48
Pippa Passes Buchanan 63, Garden
Valley (Canada) 38
Shelby Co. 81, Seabreeze (Fla.) 32
Vero Beach Holiday Classic
First round
Knott Central 73, Ft Pierce Central
(Fla )59
Western Ky. Bank Classic
At Hopkins Central
Round Robin
Grayson Co 66, Webster Co 51
Hopkins Central 85, Murray 52

strong 40-minute effort both offensively and defensively against Tennessee State to overcome their erratic play.
"Our biggest thing is we've got
to communicate better on defense,"
Padgett said. "And offensively,
we've been sort of standing around
the last two games and we've got to
get more movement.
"The last couple of games we've
been a walking-down-the-floor
kind of team, and that's not Kentucky basketball."

and five rebounds a game. He was
named to the UNO Classic AllTournament team after scoring 35
points, including six 3-pointers, in
two games.
Roberts leads the Ohio Valley
Conference and ranks third nationally with 33 3-pointers. Last season, Roberts hit 86 3-pointers en
route to being named the OVC
Freshman of the Year.
Padgett said the Wildcats need a

ELakers...
From Page 6
On Monday, Murray led 19-17
after one quarter and 30-22 at
halftime before Carlisle closed the
gap to 38-36 after three periods.
Becky Greene topped Murray
with 13 points while Ashley Dunn
added 12 on four 3-pointers, Lindsay Lawson had 10 and Angie Edwards contributed nine. The Lady

NJags...

111111cGwire...

From Page 6
rookie Randy Moss.
There were no such milestones
for the Steelers, who finished below .500 and missed the playoffs
for the first time since 1991, the
year before Bill Cowher replaced
Chuck Noll.
Kordell Stewart had another bad
game, finishing 17-for-37 for 174
yards and two interceptions. He finished the season with II touchdowns, 18 interceptions and memories of his Dec. 13 sideline spat
with Cowher still fresh in a lot of
minds.
"I'm not even going to think
about it for a long time," Stewart
said. "I went to get away from it,
relax and work from it. Considering
all the high expectations going into
this season, to not even come close
to meeting those is pretty hard."
The Steelers closed the season

usk til Dawn
6 p.m. - 6 a.m.

on a five-game losing streak, their
From Page 6
longest since 1988.
Meanwhile, the Jaguars went 7Athlete of the Year award with 332
1 at home for the third straight year
points. Sosa was second with 177
and were looking forward to the
in the annual voting by AP member
franchise's first home playoff newspapers and broadcast
outlets.
game.
Ten points are allotted for every
"We talked all week about the first-place vote, nine for
second and
confidence and momentum that so on.
would feed from a win," Coughlin
Running back Terrell Davis of
said. "Without a doubt, it was criti- the Super Bowl
champion Denver
cal for us. I can't find anything Broncos was third
with 63 points,
good that comes out of losing."
Michael Jordan of the NBA chamNotes: Taylor finished the sea- pion Chicago
Bulls was next with
son with 264 rushing attempts, 54, followed
by Broncos quarter1,223 rushing yards and 14 rushing back John
Elway (50) and N'AStouchdowns, all team records. ... CAR
driver Jeff Gordon (42).
After going five straight games
This marked the second straight
without surpassing 100 yards, Bet- time the
AP's top male athlete was
tis finished the season with two the subject
of the AP's Story of the
consecutive 100-yard games. ... Year.
In 1997, Tiger Woods won
Four Jaguars - LB Bryan the individual
award while his vicSchwartz (concussion), C Quentin tory in
the Masters earned Story of
Neujahr (pinched nerve), DE Tony the Year
honors.
Brackens (hip) and S Chris Hudson
From the day he homered in the
(ankle)- left the game with inju- Cardinals'
spring training opener to
ries.

the night he scooped up a foul ball
as a guest in a front-row box at the
final game of the World Series,
McGwire was the focus of baseball.
The slugging first baseman was
expected to challenge Mans' 1961
mark of 61, especially because this
was an expansion season, when offensive numbers tend to get out of
whack.
McGwire delivered with 29,598.
feet worth of longballs, most of
them moonshots far beyond the
fences. He became the first player
to hit at least 50 home runs in three.
straight seasons.
McGwire punctuated each drive
with his signature -a fake punch
to the gut of teammates.
"Americans love power,"
McGwire said. "Big cars. Big
trucks. Big people. Baseball fans
have always been drawn to the
home run and the guy throwing
close to 100 mph."

Weekly Amatuer Contest

MARSHALL
ENGINE

Wednesday Nights
$100 CASH

PRIZES

HEADQUARTERS
YOUR BEST SOURCE
FOR MINI-VAN
ENGINES!
As I..ow As.

2.6 Chrysler
3.0 Chrysler

World Class
Men's Chit;

$1,479
$1,669
$1,229
$1,019

2.8 Ford
3.0 GM

Best In
Adult
Entertainment
7,000 sq. ft. 35 Entertainers
Full Bar Set-Ups
• Food • Pool
• Darts

First-Quality, Spin-Tested
Long-Block are covered for
36 months or 50,000 miles.

18 and up

512 S. 12th St.
753-4563

OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 10:30 a.m.-1:30 a.m.

Year End Sales Event
BRANDON

Platinum Limousine Setvi

pre

Beth Daniel in 1990 to win Female
Athlete of the Year, and the first
26 years to win the Male Athlete of rookie golfer since Nancy Lopez in
1978.
the Year.
Not since Lopez won five
"Nineteen -ninety-eight is very
special for me," Pak said. "I cannot straight tournaments and nine
events in her rookie season has
forget this season."
women's golf exploded onto front
Pak received 19 first-place votes
and 156 points in voting by AP pages.
"What we could not have antlermember newspaper and broadcast
outlets. Holdsclaw, the top player pated was the emergence of Se Ri
on what many regard as the best Pak," said LPGA commissioner
Jim Ritts. "It was one of those go'women's college basketball team
ries that captured interest and
ever, got 142 points.
Tara Lipinski, who won the imagination. It really elevated out
visibility."
Olympic gold medal in figure skatAnd it all happened in a span of
ing, was third with 105 points.
about
10 weeks.
Sprinter and long jumper Marion
Pak, who spent a year working
Jones, undefeated in every event
with David Leadbetter to get her
this year, was fourth with 101
points, followed by U.S. Open ten- game in shape for America, didn't
even finish in the top 10 in any of
nis champion Lindsay Davenport.
Holdsclaw (27), Lipinksi (21) her first nine starts until winning
and Jones (24) all had more first- the LPGA Championship in May
place votes than Pak, but Pak was with three rounds in the 60s on a
named on 85 of the 147 ballots, far soggy, long course.
Six weeks later, she put her
more than anyone else.
Pak became the first golfer since stamp on stardom in the

D & W Auto Parts
Tigers hit nine 3-pointers in all and
were 9-of-15 at the free throw line.
Ember Hoskins led Carlisle (46) with 23 points. The Lady Comets were 23 of 35 at the free throw
line and outrebounded Murray 2723.
In other games Monday, Gleason downed Dyer County 56-30
and Germantown topped Martin
Westview 45-26.
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The five who went were
Wannstedt (4-12); Dom Capers of
Carolina (4-12); Ray Rhodes of
Philadelphia (3-13); Ted March,broda of Baltimore (6-10) and Dennis Erickson of Seattle (8-8).
"It hurts to see empty seats, people who've already paid for those
seats choosing not to show up,"
said Chicago owner Mike McCaskey.
And Baltimore owner Art Modell said: "Ted Marchibroda is a
proud, wonderful human being.
Unfortunately, it just didn't work
out here."
Each of the fired coaches knew
his fate or sensed it long before it
was announced. In fact, this might
have been a record day in a record
year - there could be as many as
10 or 11 vacancies this year approaching the 11 new coaches after
the 1996 season.
Most of the victims took it with
equanimity.

"We are 3-13," Rhodes said. "A
new coach will be in here shortly."
There already are seven vacancies: Monday's five, plus the expansion Cleveland Browns and San
Diego, where June Jones, who replaced Kevin Gilbride in midseason, has opted for the job at the
University of Hawaii rather than
take a shot at the permanent job
with the Chargers.
There will be more.
While Bruce Coslet in Cincinnati was told he was safe Monday
after a 3-13 season, Norv Turner in
Washington is on shaky ground.
Moreover, the Mike Holmgren
scenario won't be played out until
Green Bay finishes its season. The
Packers coach is free to pursue a
head coach-general manager slot
and would be the first choice of almost everybody.
"There aren't too many industries in this country where two
years ago we had a 33-percent
change, and of this morning 20 percent," said Bill Parcells of the Jets.
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Weddings•Anniversaries
Bachelor/Bachelorette Parties•Proms
Birthdays• Club Tours • Airport Runs
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121 By Pass • Murray • 753-5315

We're building towards a
great New Year thanks to
you. Hope your New Year
measures up!
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Sunfires
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Building Supply
Hwy.641 N., Murray, Ky
753-7229
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Ashley Lowe, left, won first place in speech
recently. Kaci Greer sang the national
anthem. Both attend CCHS.

LeeAnn Lawrence, a student at East
Elementary, is pictured keeping count
of the days until Christmas vacation.

Suzanne Schroader's class at North Elementary is pictured with Marci Crouch's
pet turkey. The students have been studying about turkeys and Thanksgiving.
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Maribeth Schmidt shared a horse skull with Brittany Rogers and Joey Delaney. They are students
at East Elementary.

Primary students from North Calloway Elementary play
"apple bingo" while enjoying a study on apples.
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A dental screening was held recently at Calloway County Preschool Center.

OPE
Cer
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Students at Calloway County Preschool enjoy a color
matching activity presented by Matt Wyatt and Cameron
Greenfield. students from CCHS.
Primary students at North Calloway Elementary enjoy eating
an ice cream cone after celebrating the birthday of the
invention of the ice cream cone.

I "
Sgt.
Tony
Burnett
explains results of the
ASVAB exam to CCHS
juniors.

Kelsey Harrison placed first for her
poster in the Great American Smokeout contest. Nathan Koehler placed
second. They both attend Murray
Elementary.

Murray Elementary Trailblazer students are planting
trees with money donated from a mini-grant. Joe Kissel
from Hoffman's Nursery explained the process.

Murray Elementary P1 and P2 students listen
as a fireman explains fire safety rules.

The Starshine Team from Murray Elementary
School took a trip to the Planetarium at LBL
recently.

Calloway County High School
student Jessica McKendree
is pictured
helping preschooler Tyler Saucier during center time hand paint.
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Get Shelter's broad protection
for your mobile home

/'

SHELTER MOBILE
HOMEOWNERS
POLICY
Find out how much protection you can provide
for your mobile home,
out buildings, personal
property, additional liv
ing expense, and liability Stop by or call for
more information.

SHELTER
INSURANCE

Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St. • Murray
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN

ROOM TO GROW
PRESCHOOL
Year Round
Program
•Alrou? 77(a7
The World is our
Playground
Serving Ages 3
through 5
753-6578 • Hours: 7:30 a.m.-5:20 p.m.

30,4 S. 12th St.
Murray. KY .12071
759-2500

We'll always be there for you
Shelter Insurance Cos Home Office. 1817 W Broadway, Columbia, MO 65218

"Welcome To This New Year"

a
a
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED Al) RATES
Di.plea
$6.25 Column Inch, 40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run
$2.25

Ad Deadlines

Debbie Howard
Tonya Williams
753-1916

(AII 3 Ads M laI RiM WithM 6 Day Period)
per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide,

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Reader Ads
30. per word. $600 nununurn I se lay 6s pa word pa day for each addiuonal consec6o..,,c ,;•.
$100 aura for Shopper IT
.Classifieds go into Shopping Gui I S2.00 extra for blind Sox ac

CZ

Just Say "Charge It"

Artides
Fix Ale

NOW OPEN
Skinsations

1998 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

Electrolysis & Skincare
Leigh Knight, CE
•Free Consultation

Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standarised in 10
plans and we write
all 10.

•Specializing In Electrolysis,
Thermolysis & Blend

The part A deductible
you, or your
insurance, must pay
has been increased
to $764 in 199&

iCh'S

Located in Walnut Plaza
104 N.5th St,'Suite 203
753-5900

For more information
call:

lg.

McCON?sIELI,
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753.4199
or nationvnde

1-800-455-4199
'our 35th year of service'

ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BIBLE message 759-5177

play

ating
the

CONSIDERING Abortion?
040
Call LifeHouse 753-0700.
FOR Good Clean Fun,
Stop by
CORNER POCKETS in PERSON needed to share
Alma Heights. Formerly
utilities and pay half rent.
Thweatt's Service Station. 5125/mo. 759-3768
There's games for all ages
including pool. There's
even snacks.
Loomis Found
Open every evening except Wednesday and
LOST in the New Provi
Sunday. We even book
dence community, female
parties.
Australian Shepherd, red
HOUSE of Clothes, $1.00 merle, 11/2yrs old. Anper item. Mon-Sun. Ott swers to "Tessie". Wearing
Kirksey Hwy left on 464, 5 a purple collar, no tags. If
seen or found, please conmiles. 489-2243.
OPENING soon: Judy's tact Pam Rice, 492-8686.
Ceramics. Rte. 299 & LOST: Lab/Terrier mix,
Washer Rd. Phone 489- curly black hair w/white
6176. Register now for chin & chest. 651b. Anclasses. Cleaning, paint- swers to Bear. 753-2996
or 759-2251.
ing, etc

•tockrordrosqc1b.

Clarion
SICO

our

s3

1.
mr"

A ILO 1:30•ICI

•

CLEANING houses is my
business., Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

SMOKERS wanted
1-888-308-0242

Rental and Sales

120

112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone:753-6910

Computers

or Monthly Rates

PLAYSTATION, games,
accessories 753-8245
140
Want to goy

•
lk

ANTIQUES & collectibles.
1 piece or all. Call 7539433.

i
l Y1 gaTI6
9
0
.

,
'

67
103 S. 3rd St. • Downtown Murray
Fine Furnishings at"Everyday"

Discount Prices
Norwalk • Stanley • Hooker • Kimball • Universal
• Broylrill • Pulaski • Restonic • Bassett • Kesler

Shop 33 eompa re
i

'Corn

ee What you've Been Missi •
..•

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NUSRING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan of care that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

BEDROOM
group,
$15/wk. Call 753-4663.
BROYHILL Hideaway bed
loveseat & chair, beige,
mauve & blue floral, $300.
Call 395-5397

BIG sale: Booth 103 at
Decades Ago. Old goat
cart, old oak curved glass
china cabinet. Everything
must go! 30% off with ad
through 12/31/98. 4354413.
Fern:Equipment
1976 CHEVY 2 ton grain
truck, 16' bed, 350 engine,
twin cylinder hoist. Runs
good, new tires 492-8659.

CONSOLE PIANO Small
monthly payments. Will finance with approved credit. See locally. 800-6357611.
Mobile

HAZEL, 2br. 492-8526.
NICE 14X70 2br, clean
641 South 492-8488

Office Space
Various size suites
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621
DoWNTOWN office space
available. Rent from $95 to
$150/mo, including utilities. Call Greg McNutt.
753-4451.
RETAIL or office space for
rent. 700 square feet to
2500 square feet.
Century 21. 753-1492.
RETAIL space available.
Premium location at 312
Main. Approximately 820
sq ft. $750/mo includes
gas and electric. Inquire at
MicroAge, 314 Main.
SMALL office space with
private outside entrance,
all utilities paid. In Southside Shopping Center
$275. 753-6612 or 7534509

mss Foe $ale

LARGEST Selection of
used homes, 12', 14', 16'
wide. All at Special Prices.
See the Housing Leader,
Dinkins Mobile Homes,
Inc. 1-800-642-4891..
MUST SEE!!
Close out on all 1998
homes. One of the Southeast' Largest and Oldest
Dealerships. Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc. 2427 E.
Wood St., Pans, TN.
1-800-642-4891.

Mobil* Homes For Rent

C1PR•Auftllis

HALEY'S
Has Daily, Weekly

2PC living room group
$14.95/wk. Call 753-4663.

WORKER with high mo 2BR, 11/2 bath mobile
rals, multi skills desires a home, gas heat. Call 759position 527-7803.
2599, after 6pm.
2BR, 11/2 baths, $260/mo.
100
753-6012.
Business

Pa Higher Prices
Why
OnA Rental
y
Vehicle?

10 MINUTES

from lake.
12X44 2br, furnished,
$250/mo plus electric,
$250 deposit. 12X65 2br,
new carpet. central air and
gas heat, $375/mo plus
electric, $375 deposit.
14X60 2br, gas heat, new
carpet, S325/mo plus elecWASHER & dryer set, tric, $325 deposit. Serious
$19 95/wk Call 753-4663
inquiries only. 502-4748027, ask for Beverlye or
leave message.

280
Position
%Med

753-0113

"STOP"
Lao

SEE us for your barn or
roof metal. Cut to length
Covers 36 inches, many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.

CASH for G.I. Joes Toys.
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Murray.
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques. We buy 1 or whole
estates. Call 753-3633.

18- DISH Satellites, 2
ways to qualify for free satellite receiver and dish. Also, receivers starting at
599. Call 753-7419, ask
for Tony.
FOR sale: Two choice burial lots- discounted Memorial Gardens Contact D.S.
219-696-4192.
GO-KART, new 5 horse
Briggs & Stratton engine,
live axle, quick change
sprocket. New front tires,
$400. Call 753-9892.
MOTORCYCLE helmets,
army boots, camouflage
clothing for all ages, and
hunting supplies
502-247-4704
PROM Dresses. Black
w/sequins, size 9/10 Teal
green w/sequins & beads.
size 11/12. Both worn one
time only. Call 753-0943
after 5pm.

Say

1 BEDROOM Apt. for rent
close to college $250/mo.
753-9562 ask for Tina.
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1BR Diuguid Dr. Call Coleman Realty 753-9898.
1BR, 1 bath, partially furnished, in town. $180/mo.
Deposit required. 7591519.
2BR Apt. 908 Hillwood Dr,
$325/mo. 2BR Duplex
1300-A Valleywood Dr,
$375/mo. 759-4406.
2BR Duplex, central h/a,
fully
applianced, w/d,
fenced
backyard.
$425/mo. Days 753-2571,
nights 759-5165, ask for
Jon.

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds
-

Visit
visit
Corner Pockets
OPEN EVERY NIGHT BUT
WEDNESDAY AND SUNDAY
Good Clean Family Fun
SALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK, OR
YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"
) Do you want to earn &SOK. per year,
Do you want a career'
Do you want a briefil package second-to-none? I am going to
hire 5 people this week to service families in the Murray and
surrounding areas with cemetery arrangements The people I
am looking for must be honest, sincere, self-motivated and be
willing to treat every person they talk to the same way they
would want to be treated I work strictly above board. and I
expect the same work from the people that work for me If you
have these qualifications. I would very much envoy talking to
you and expolain the benefits our company has to offer

Murray Memorial Gardens
Call Mr. Sheperd
11-4 Mon.-Sat.•(502) 753-0580
Call tor directions if needed No resume *see
I hire people, not paper. E.0.E.

ADVERTISING
SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
Full-time sales position available for an
enthusiastic, highly motivated individual.
Must have sales experience and a dependable means of transportation. Excellent
benefits include health, dental and vision
insurance, paid holidays, paid vacations,
sick days and gas allowance. Interested
individuals must send resume to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

e
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Frl. 3
Mon.3
Tues. 3
Wed. 3
Thurs. 3

FREE PALLETS

rage Rentals
2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
central h/a, appliances fur$475/mo, 1yr
nished
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536
2BR, 1 bath, w/d, central
h/a. No pets. Deposit required. Close to university.
$450/mo. 753-3536.
2BR, central gas h/a, appliances
furnished.
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
3BR Duplex, all appliances
furnished, central h/a.
753-7947
3BR, central h/a, low utilities, walk to campus. 2
apartments available. Call
753-8767 or 759-4696.
641S, CLEAN, 2br, h/a,
w/d hookup, no pets. Water & garbage pickup furnished. Deposit. 492-8634
BRAND new 1br apartments, appliances furnished, water/ sewage/ sanitation paid, 1year lease, no
pets. Available January 1.
$350 deposit, $350/mo.
Call 436-5455.
EXTRA large duplex in private area, central a/c with
natural gas heat and appliances, available 1/1/99,
lease plus deposit, no
pets. $475/mo. 759-1087
after 4pm.
EXTRA nice, 1br, 1 bath,
central gas h/a, appliances
furnished, including w/d
$375/mo, 1yr lease, 1 mo
deposit. No pets.
753-2905.
LARGE new 2br, central
h/a, low utilities, utility
room, appliances, no pets,
quiet. Deposit required.
$395/mo. 753-8828.
MURRAY
MANOR
APARTMENTS: Make it
your home! Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
price, central h/a, laundry
facilities. Office hours
8am-5pm,
Mon.-Fri.
(502)753-8668,
Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer & dryer, furnished, near MSU.
Inquire at 1210 Main St.
753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm.
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
duplex w/garage, appliances furnished, central gas
h/a, $550/mo. 1yr lease, 1
mo. deposit. No pets. 7532905.
330
Rooms For Rent
SLEEPING
room
$150/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
340

L

am.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

VISA

Homesfor Rent

Apartments For Rent

15 Years of
Experience.
Will sit with
sick or elderly.
Call 762-0154
or 759-8061 ask
for Brenda.
Have references
if needed.

ALPINE

chool
idree
predurtaint.

nd

STARTING January 9th
Lottie Futrell will be working Saturday's at Leta's
Salon Call for an appointment, 753-8282.
WYANT'S CAR VALET
Handwashing, detailing,
wax jobs, free pickup and
delivery service in town.
Quality products and Satisfaction is Guaranteed!
Gift Certificates Available
Handwash & Detail $20
Vans, Trucks, SUV's $25
Wax Jobs $45 & $55
753-7262

CONSTRUCTION tempo
rary, full-time. Both expen
enced and inexpenenced
commercial flat roofers
and laborers, required to
start immediately. Entry
level starts at $8.00 per
hour. Expenenced wage is
negotiable.
1-800-8766340. (refer to ad KY).
HENRY County Health
Care Center has a Director
of Nursing position available. Requirements include
3 years expenence in long
term care and skilled nursing care. We offer excellent salary and benefits.
Send resume to Human
Resources, PO Box 1030,
Paris, TN 38242. EOE.
HIRING for daytime Sandwich Makers and nighttime
closers. Must be able to
work weekends. Ask to
speak to manager between 2 & 4pm. Wendy's
on Chestnut St.
RN- CIRCULATOR IN
SURGERY
DEPARTMENT. Day Shift with call.
Full time. Experience required.
NURSING ASSISTANT'S.
ALL SHIFTS- FULL TIME,
PART TIME, PRN. Murray- Calloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St, Murray, KY 42071
SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America. Call 11am4pm, Mon-Sat, 753-0580.

Deadline
Day & Time

Publish Day
on.ay
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Nooses For Rod

2 a. 4BR houses, lease &
deposit required.
753-4109.

2-3BR HOUSE, 11/2 baths,
w/d hookup, dishwasher.
No pets, deposit & lease
required, $500/mo.
753-4181 or 489-2181.
2BR, brick house, 1652
block from
Ryan, 1
MSU/ITT building. Central
h/a, hardwood floors, refrigerator, electric range,
carport. $500/mo with one
months
deposit/
year
lease. 753-6424.
2BR, fully applianced. w/d,
$375/mo Days 753-2571,
nights 759-5165, ask for
Jon.
2BR, gas heat, single or
couple preferred, no pets
753-1502 or 753-4860.
2BR. southwest area.
$350/mo plus deposit, no
pets. 435-4226.
3BR house, 5 minutes
north of Murray 759-4826
3BR, 2 car garage, edge
of city limits. 753-4389 before 5pm.
HAZEL- 3br, central h/a
492-8526
SMALL county cottage, located near lake Call 474-

Starsig• Flrfrisig

1

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

U-haul off
Murray Ledger & Times

641 Storage

753-1916

All Sizes Available

753-5585

Business On A Budget?

C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571
CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoney's $20-$40/mo
759-4081

SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195

Details

BP
STORAGE
119 Main •753-6266

REDUCED PRICE
Pets & Supplies
AKC blacivtan Dachshund
Pup, 6mo old, all shots.
$200. Queen size quilt
$300. 502-247-5119.

Architect designed. Formal living & dining rooms.
Spacious family room w/fireplace, 4br, 2 bath, high ceilings. Murray Estates is a perfect combination of lifestyleand location. Call 502-753-2446 or 759-1828 for appt.

gutE
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Aatido 5ta,
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14.440,

AKC Golden Retriever
puppy, 7 months old , female, adorable, $150 firm.
474-8340 after 5pm.
AKC Registered standard
Poodle puppies, fully guaranteed. 502-436-6062.
DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

HAY for sale: large rolls
grass hay, $25./roll. Call
492-8790
ROUND bales, grass hay,
$15 new, $5 old. Snapper
mower $25. Stahler Dairy.
753-7387

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes- all pnce ranges. If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous
and
professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by our office at 711 Main.

1.-800-909-9064
Op

rICI

Calloway Monument Co.
1707W. Main St. Murray extends their thanks & S
appreciation to the people of Murray & the sur- i
rounding area, for their patronage during the
last 50 years. Mr. James(Jim) Smothers has
passed away, however Calloway Monument
will continue to be family owned & operated.
Call on Jerry Adams and Jennifer §
"Smothers" Spencer for your memorial needs
Custom designing & individual craftsmanship
continue to be our "Speciality"
Mon.-Fri. 7:30-4:30 • Sat & Sun By Appt.
753-1962
r-,
r-..
CIP
r._idIP_fdPWr_PcP
t_rargarEN IR
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10 ACRES, 7 miles south
on Hwy 121. Beautifu
building sites, $16,950
E.Terms. 753-4984.
17.5 ACRES with nice 4br
home, stock barn, tobacco
barn, spring fed creeks
Reduced to $74,500. Easy
Terms. 753-9302.

For professional management of your
rental property, call

David H. Miller Realty,
1300 Johnson Boulevard,
Office Phone: 502-767-0102,
Residence Phone: 502-753-4573
David H. Miller, Owner/Broker-

Aglow
14 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract. Property located off of Hwy 94E
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh
Rd, Redbud Lane & proposed new Hwy 80. For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call.
502-441-2253.
5 TO 275 acres, owner financing possible. Coldwater. 489-2116 or 753-1300.

Keep your
computer in

Top Shape
call the

Teektiostapigalist
Justin Crosser
Computer Repair, Upgrade, Training & Installation

3BR, 2 bath, central h/a,
gas logs fireplace, large
lot, natural gas. 489-2922
or 753-5121.

502-759-8662 or 502-759-2422
415 S. 4th St.
Auto • Home • Motorcycle • Boat
Mobile Home • Business • Bonds

3BR, brick, carport, 2
baths. 3 miles from Murray, 3/4 acre, very clean
$65,000 753-9711.
COMPLETELY remodeled
3br, 1 bath, in Hazel. City
utilities, large garage
Priced in $30's 759-4826
EAST Y Subdivision: 3br,
bnck ranch. 753-0444.
MODULAR home. 3br, 2
bath, 2 car garage. 768sq
11 building. $48,000. 502436-2464 or 913-6515342.
QUALITY
built,
front
porch, deck, cathedral ceiling, 2br, 2 bath. low utilities 352 West Grove Drive.
Lynwood .Heights Subdivision. 759-2571, 559-2031

Call Us For A Free Quote

IlIcKINNEYINSURANCESERVICES
104 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
753-3500
Tracy D. McKinney, CIC, LUTCF Ashley J. Ross
Large enough to handle your insurance
needs, small enough to care.

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture

753-3853
•
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536.

753-1916 For

Call

EASTSIDE

LIKE new. 3 F. 4 wheelers
all sizes and new vunior
dragsters 502-492-8870
after 5pm or leave mes
sage

.1.4auEsia,

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

N.

e
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MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

AMAt-"A M.itu 4
YY1
250 with winch & acc
lights, $2,500 759-4599

=0
753-1916

Call Us Today!

Toyota of Murray
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Web Site With 84 Used
Vehicles Listed_

ilI, kill hti

www.automobilesonline.com
Click here
to view a listing of
our inventory

$100
Online Cull Retce

DWAIN
TAYLOR
I.

ru/t/
Of MAW KY

groSemmtere
"Paul Lamb"

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

1963 CHEVY Impala, 4dr,
hard top. 283 auto $2500
492-8790 after 6pm
MITSUBISHI
1993
Eclipse Real nice. Priced
to sell $3,750 753-2654,
ask for Johnny
1994 CHEVY Cavalier, auto, air. AM/FM cassette,
90,XXX miles, 2dr. 54200.
767-0734.
RED
1995
Cadillac
DeVille 34 XXX miles, 1
owner, 7mo full warranty
753-3787
1996 FORD T-Bird, deep
blue metallic, blue interior,
3.8L V-6, p/w, p/1, tilt,
cruise, air, am/fm cassette,
new tires, class III, Drawtile hitch w/ball mount,
70,XXX miles. Have all
receipts.
maintenance
Must see and dnve to appreciate $12.500. 502753-4519 before 10pm

No‘‘ is A Great Tinie to Build
If.sou ale !Cooking 14 qu.slfl sse %% JIM to he sour
hailihng contractor. with Nueptint• &.fiet'lliCalliOn.
we can ue !sou a contrail price helime we %Iasi II
110(11 alC talitiotikk`d we work on a cint plus hasp.

We comp!) with all the new tit) building codes
We also specialtie in constructiisn ol Like Intim.,
'large sir ..null.

Bruce Green
(502)753-8343

1-800-566-2277.
GOLD 1997 Nissan Maximiles.
39,XXX
ma
$17,500. 753-2070.

Auto Loans

Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
?eta yfieid
Kentucky

CUSTOM KITCHEN CAINME/11
CAMITOM MPOODMOOMKOCI

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
SUNBURY

MURRAY (Wind Bunny Braid)
753-5940

•

San* Brothers
ree Service
502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Tree Trimmi
Cleanup
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality S

• Estimating
Hr. Service
Trimming
Spraying
& Stump
oval

•

— 1.11110

s,

Owned 8 Operated By
Tim Lamb

Wholesale Barns
& Utility Sheds

We Do
Decks

ksallable

Special —8118• $785
All shedsibarns are FOR site Choice of brown or
charcoal black shingles All exterior wood is treated
for weather resistance Options and prices are availible upon request including windows double doors
eight foot wide buildings sent% ramps. shelves.
•Pm ay on only.,••

hear

.40a...1 awar•

BUILDINGS ARE ASSEMBLED ON SITE.
TERMS: Paid in full upon completion.

1972 CHEYENE Iwb, new
brakes, new tires, mint
condition. Ready to restore. no engine or transmission, $1500. Call 7539892.
1990 JEEP Commanche,
4x4, automatic, red, good
condition, 107xxx miles,
$5200. Call 474-2485.
1997 TOYOTA 4x2, extended cab, air, cassette
player. Asking under NADA book. Call 753-4888,
1999 CHEVY extended
cab Z71 (1998 body style),
Red, loaded, 5,XXX miles.
$26,500. Call 502-5277980 leave message
GREAT holiday present.
Pickup camper top, $250
'53-8984
Call afler

610
Campars
1985 FULL-SIZE schoo
bus converted into camper, good condition $3,000
obo 527-7980 or 5272833, leave message
1996 COACHMEN Catalina 30' Camping Trailer.
EXCELLENT Condition.
$11,900. 436-2225.

A-1 Tree Professionals
tree
Stump
removal,
spraying Serving Murray,
Calloway Co since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737

Al Al A Tree Service,
tree
removal,
Stump
raking.
spraying. leaf
hedge tnmming, landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch
spreading, gutter cleaning
Licensed & insured Full
line of equipment Free estimates. Tim Lamb,

436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Remodeling Repairs No
Job Too Small 10% Discount thru 1/31/99
492-6267
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up.
cleaning out sheds, tree
work 436-2867.
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs expenence
New Construction • Remodeling- Repairs. Custom Cabinets* Concrete
Work. AGC Certified
435-4272
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL
DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.

Phone (502) 437-4545
Pager. (502) 742-1039

P.O. Boa 169
Hardin. KY 42048

licensed & Insured

ELECTRICAL

PLUMBING

New construction, remodeling. or just replacing a
switch Licensed & Insured Oft. 753-0834
Hm 759-9835

Repairs fast service
436-5255

Lee's TODAY... 753-5827.

$10,000 - $1 10/mo
to

$50,000 - $550/mo

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484
TOMS WINDOWS
All your cleaning & painting needs Pressure washing etc 759-3463

FENCING

Midway Fence Company
Chain link & custom wood
pnvacy fences, installation
CARPET Cleaning
Emergency Water Remov- and repairs at reasonable
al Free Estimates Satis- pnces Dickie Farley
759-1519.
fied
Call
References
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113
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M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in roofing &
remodels Free estimates
All work guaranteed'
489-6125
No job too small!

COLsON HOME REPAiF-,
Additions, garages, decks
remodeling, vinyl siding
20Yrs experience
753-5592

HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted No lob too small
Ph 753-2388 or 436-5759

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

as

in wh

WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured Over 20
years expenence. Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.

Or Visit Our Websitei
www.notionwidelending.com

WOOD SATELUTE
SALES
Authorized dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite &
Dish
Network. Mon-Fn, 1-5:30,
753-0530

A Life-Changing Weight Loss Program.
To THE... YMCA

COMING SOON
FREE (2) half Collie female puppies. 753-8292.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands. Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system,
dnve-ways, hauling, foundations, etc 436-2113

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
•
Dec. 30, 1998:
Occasional tension you experience
can work in your favor. Use it to
empower you and urge you toward
change. Opt for inner transformation, or go out and make your life
more livable on your terms. You pull
the wild card financially. Understand your limits and you won't get
hurt. Remain realistic. If you are
single, you more strongly emphasize
domestic life through a new roommate or live-in love. You will go
through many changes within a relationship. If attached,seek greater
definition ofyour union. A new home
is a possibility. GEMINI helps you
with your work.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You have a lot to say and do.
Surprisingly, someone doesn't get
your message.Try as you might,you
cannot solve a problem. Friends urge
you to join them. Visit and enjoy
those around you as much as you
can. Tonight: Where the gang is.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Spending dominates, and you
feel out of control. Don't depend on
that bonus or promised check. Work
with what you have, not what you
wish for. A partner surprises you
and takes a courkter stance. A boss
means well, even if he is flaky. Tonight: Balance your checkbook.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** A partner's demands have
you out of kilter. Make your own
decisions. Pressure is too much with
someone who's at a distance. It becomes apparent that you think differently. Regroup after a change of
plans. Make that additional effort.
Tonight: You rule the roost!
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
** You could be overtired, reacting
strongly as a result. Think through
recent developments at work. You
will feel better once you decide to eat
more sensibly. An associate means
well but is a bit off. Listen to his
ideas,but defera decision until you're
ready. Tonight: A good night's sleep.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Make time to for key yearend meetings; some could turn into
celebrations. Pressure from a child
or loved one could be tense and difficult. You find partners evasive at
times, however unintentionally. Always keep long-term goals in mind
Tonight: Where your friends are
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You feel locked in the ultimate
pressure cooker. As you juggle demands at both work and home, you
might wonder what you can do to
ease this situation. Perhaps a differentschedule would be effective. Make
a New Year's resolution to change
this. Tonight: Up late.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Reach out for others. An
alternative viewpoint could be just
what you need. You are controlling
or difficult. A child or loved one is full
of surprises. Take ofT your rose-colored glasses. You aren't seeing the
whole situation. Tonight. Check out
travel plans.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Get down to the nitty-ritty of
a money issue with a partner. You do
not see things as he does, but that
doesn't mean you have the only answer either. Explore options. You
gain a strong awareness if you listen
to feedback. Tonight: Be a duo.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 211
**** You are more contrary than
you realize. Take a deep breath, and
look at what you are doing. Loosen
up, and be less rigid. Unexpected
developments and news could have

publis.
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753-0228
Ask For Brenda

HOROSCOPES

Automated Credit
Repair Hotline

1993 DODGE Caravan
$2,750 753-9270

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down
before. Loans available
-- —44
1
-- 5(1111110p
41
for 1st time buyers, bad
credit, repo's or bankruptcy.

QC

OAcMNlS & Humes
Sub & General contracting Insulated concrete
forms (R32) StyroCrete
builders 502-436-2007
BOBS PLUMBING SERV
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134,
492-8584
BUSHHOGGING Jonesy
437-4030
CARPET cleaned by Cert
Techs Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning
753-6300 anytime

L&J HOME BUILDERS
General Contractors
New construction RemodCUSTOM bulldozing & ling Electncal, vinyl siding,
backhoe work, septic sys- porches, decks, plumbing
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm, repair
Home 753-0353
Horace Sholar.
753-9372
Office
DAVID S Cleaning Services. "Cleaning" vinyl sid- LAMB Bros Dozing and
ing, homes, mobile homes, Backhoe. Mark Lamb,
boats, brick driveways, 436-6266.
Auto dealer will arrange fi- parking lots, all exterior
nancing even if you have cleaning, acid cleaning LAMB Brothers Moving
been turned down before available. David Borders, Contractors, cross country
Loans available for no Insured, Completely Mo- or local. Licensed & Insur
credit, bad credit, and bile. Phone 502-759-4734. ed. Luke Lamb
502-436-5950
bankruptcy buyers No co- Cellular 502-853-1108
signers needed
Must
have at least $750 cash or
trade-in
Call the 24 hour

Building Contractor, Inc.

247-9300
1-800-874-0256

By Pe

AUTO LOANS

Full Line ot
Tree Tnmming
Equipment
Stump Remo al
Free Estimates
Hedge Trimming
Licensed & Insured - 24 Hr. Service

U.S. Highway
45 South
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tiORNING

you juggling plans. Be direct about
your position. Tonight: Dine out.
* COUNTRY HAMS *
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
HOME CURED by David Riley
***There's a lot to do.Sort through
salt-cured & hickory smoked the
Authentically
projects, and see where you can ask
old fashioned way for full-bodied, yet mellow
for help. Don't hesitate to spend
flavor, because it's aged almost a full year!
money to make your life easier. You
feel overwhelmed, as the holidays
Place Holiday Orders Now!
take their toll. Clear as much as you
Toll Free 1-888-780-8270
can before the New Year. Tonight
Local (502) 759-6128
Burn the candle at both ends.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
P.O. Box 724, Murray, KY 42071
***** Your playfulness could be
misunderstood by someone. You
might be torn,feeling forced to choose
one friend over another. Use your
trademark creativity and dexterity
to ease through a problem. Allow
more fun in your life. Tonight: Heat
up the night.
East Main •753-5606
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Chill out and refuse to respond
General • Monarch
C)
to pressure. Review recent ideas and
mi
• Firestone
Laramie
consider what could make a difference. There is a problem surround- 0
BF Goodrich
c., , ar.
milw
ing your work or a boss. Be more 0
.Lri_ f...."'enu
relaxed about what you need to do,
Open Saturdays Until Noon
and allow your ingenuity to take
over. Tonight: Vanish home.
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#1 Selling Midsize Car in America

CMR
PICT
THE
8f

1999 Camry LE
"Loaded", Power Drivers Seat, AM/FM/Cassette/CD,
Power Locks, Windows, Mirrors, Tilt, Cruise and More.

Toyotathon Special
&
Was
$20,278

ti

366*

•Stock #99159 Price excludes tax, title. license

1999 Consumer Digest "Best Buy"

1999 Corolla LE
"Loaded" w/Power Locks, Windows, Mirrors, Tilt, Cruise,
A/C, AM/FM Cassette.

Toyotathon Special
Was
$16,163

44

4,868*

'Stock #99121. Price excludes tax, title, license.

1998 Closeout

1998 Toyota Tacoma 4x2
AM/FM/Cassette A/C 5 Speed
3 To Choose From.

Toyotathon Special
Was
$13,863 d1

818*

9

'Stock Os 98447 98474 & 98459 Pnce excludes tax, title, license

"Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company."

DIEVROLET
Olcisrn0b110.

P't-PPE;ef

ce/OYOTA

2420 E. Wood St., Paris•642-3900• 1-800-325-3229
All Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale

46am
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DEAR DR. GOTT My mother was
born in eastern Europe and still goes
by the old rules For example, every
time I have an upset stomach, she
keeps me in bed, feeds me hot drinks
and calls it a "cold in the stomach."
My teacher is skeptical. What's right?
Fifth, religious commitment has
been shown to cause positive emotions that can favorably influence the
immune system.
Last, faith promotes a positive outlook that enables its believers better
to cope with the vicissitudes of life.
In short, attention to spiritual factors is associated with health benefits,
not because of divine intervention but
because the various aspects of a religious life promote behavior and attitudes that are healthful.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT Why do religious
people enjoy better health?
DEAR READER This is a fascinating subject that has attracted a lot of
attention from both scientists and the
laity. Several studies have confirmed
that people, both young and old, experience better health when they have a
high level of religious involvement.
Predictably, these findings were
interpreted by some zealots as an
example of divine intervention. Not
so, say Christopher Ellison, Ph.D., of
the University of Texas, and Jeffrey
Levin, Ph.D., of the National Institute
of Healthcare Research. The authors
published an article in the December
issue of Health Education &I Behavior
in which they explore a range of
explanations for the religion/health
relation.
To begin with, religious people usually exhibit healthful behavior. They
often make positive lifestyle choices,
including the avoidance of tobacco,
alcohol and illicit drugs.
Second, they benefit from active
social support from other church
members. Such support often provides needed assistance during the
unavoidable periods of loss and catastrophe.
Third, religious involvement often
promotes feelings of self-worth and
confidence in the ability to control
one's own affairs. Also, trusting in a
benevolent Higher Power usually
reduces tension and stress.
Fourth, prayer and meditation may
help people deal with unpleasant situations and relieve depression.

DEAR READER Based on age and
experience, your mother should know
Tell your teacher to back off. The oldfashioned treatments work just fine
for most minor ailments. If the bedrest/hot-drink therapy becomes ineffective, see a doctor for alternative
treatment.
4, 1998 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DEAR ABBY: People who are in
treatment for infertility in California must be tested for sexually
transmitted diseases. Much to our
shock, my husband tested positive
for hepatitis B, which is typically
transmitted via sexual contact.
Because we knew that he had not
been exposed, we requested that
our doctor perform the test again to
be sure that the test result was correct. Our doctor complied — with
great reluctance — and sure
enough, the test came back completely negative!
We had a terrible time convincing our doctor that the test should
be repeated. I hope no one else has
to go through that. Please, Abby,
encourage your readers to have
important tests repeated to ensure
the results weren't false.
RELIEVED IN SANTA BARBARA
DEAR RELIEVED: I've done
it before, and I'm pleased to do
it again. Readers, never hesitate
to have important tests repeated,
or to ask for a second, or even a
third opinion, if there's a question about a diagnosis.
***

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

^"
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DEAR ABBY: Please print this
on behalf of all the short, older people who enjoy dining out but who
feel dwarfed sitting at tables built
to accommodate taller people.
Restaurateurs: Please give us a
lift! Those of us who have shrunk
with age, are crippled with arthritis
or have lost range of motion in our
shoulders would certainly appreciate a "boost" in the form of a cushion to allow us to sit higher at your
tables — or a chair that sits higher
off the floor. We would have more
leverage and could manipulate the
cutlery much easier.
As long as there are special
areas in restaurants for smokers
and non-smokers and accommodations for the disabled, why not be
innovative and accommodate us?
The older population is increasing
by leaps and bounds, infirmities
and all, and many of us are tired of
feeling that we're sitting in a hole
while we eat!
Restaurateurs who heed this cry
for help would stand 10 feet tall in
the eyes of us little people.
SHORTY FROM WISCONSIN

DAILY COMICS
BLONDFE
IT WAS A GIFT
CERTIFICATE
FOR 25

011:0 YOU HAVE A NICE
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LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago
Published is a picture of KIM

DEAR SHORTY: As a person
who is 5-feet-nothing, I feel
your pain. However, I'm surprised that a pillow or "booster"
wasn't available upon request.
I'm printing your message for
restaurateurs to see — but a
better solution might be to
bring your own cushion when
you dine out, in case the restaurant owner misses this column.

Jones of Murray working the second shift at the Briggs Az Stratton Plant here. She is one of 125
Murray State University students
working at the plant.
Family and friends of Robert
Glin Jeffrey, retiring superintendent of Murray Independent Schools,
have established a scholarship to
honor his commitment to education and the "Tiger Spirit" as a
teacher, coach, principal and superintendent. Jeffrey spent 31 years
in the Murray system.
Twenty years ago
Property assessment books will
be open to list property taxes
beginning Jan. 3, 1979. The books
will remain open through March
1, according to Charles Hale, property evaluation administrator for
Calloway County.
Murray State University Racers lost 87 to 83 to Georgia Southern in the basketball tournament
at Greenville, S.C. John Randall
was high scorer for Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul L. Futrell were
married 50 years Dec. 26.

**.

DEAR ABBY: I have noticed that
from time to time you print jokes in
your column. I'm wondering if you
ever heard this one?
CHARLES PIERCE,
TOLUCA LAKE,CALIF.
DEAR CHARLES: How generous of you! As a matter of fact,
I hadn't heard it. However, Pm
sure many readers will relate to
it, as I did:
Talk show host Larry King
was interviewing the devil.
When Larry asked him what his
greatest achievements were,
the devil responded by saying,
"The world wars were fun to
do. That iceberg didn't just
'happen' to be in the way of the
Titanic. I put it there! Then, of
course, there were some monumental earthquakes, floods,
mudslides — and the Hindenburg. That was a blast!"
Larry thought for a moment
and pressed further: "I know,
but what was your greatest
achievement?"
The devil's horns began
vibrating. His eyes flashed neon
red. He leaned across the desk
into Larry's face and said,"Call
waiting."

Thirty years ago

The Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future Business Leaders of America made a
donation of $100 to the MurrayCalloway County Civil Defense
Rescue Squad, according to Artie
Haneline, chapter president.
Morgan Sisk, assistant professor of biology at Murray State
University, has been awarded a

highlights of the
national convention held at St.
Louis, Mo., which she and Mrs.
J.D. Peterson attended.
Fifty years ago
An open house was held Dec.
28 by the Murray Hospital for
members of the staff, board of directors, constituents and presidents of
local civic organizations.
Ray Sinclair, Waylon Rayburn,
Otto Swann, Burman Parker, W.B.
Moser, Galen Thurman Jr., Hugo
Wilson, Aubrey Willoughby, Pete
Gregory, Roy Chandler. W.O.
Spencer. Wilmot Cochran and Loyd
McKee' are new officers of Murray Camp 592 of the Woodmen
of the World.

TODAY IN HISTORY

CONTRACT BRIDGE

By The Associated Press

Keep Your Eye on the Ball

for short
4 Made angry
8 Poetic fiction
12 Astronaut
Grissom
13 Just fair
(hyph wd )
14 Iowa city
15 Freshwater
fish
16 Significant
18 Types of
cheese
20 Mental
image
21 Between NB
and ND
22 Attentiongetting word
23 Florida
county
27 Enemy
29 Cushion
30 Something
that
invigorates
31 Running
32 Label
33 Ending with
"part"

intestine
37 Scottish cap
38 African
antelope
39 Wildcat
40 Airplane
41 Roman 101
42 Novelist
Hunter
44 Baby s
attempt to
first walk
47 Teach anew
51 Born (Fr)
52 "The Sun —
Rises
53 Difficulty
54 '— Pan
Alley"
55 — America
56 Eye infection
57 Full-house
(abbr )

DOWN
1 Weekendwelcoming
abbr
2 Unclothed
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1998 United Feature Syndicate

3 Sleepingsickness fly
4 Wife of Osiris
5 CD- —
6 Caught sight
of
7 Howdy -8 Bullfighter
9 — Sumac
10 Decimal base
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National Science Foundation Faculty Fellowship to complete his doctoral work at Ohio State University.
Russell Terhune, associate professor of music at Murray State
University is pictured practicing
at the piano for his area recitals.
He has already presented three and
plans three more.
Forty years ago
Douglass High School Bulldogs
of Murray beat Paducah Lincoln
72 to 63 to win their own holiday basketball tournament. Douglass players were Cooper, Duffy.
J. Jackson. McGhee, D. Jackson,
Brandon, Hornbuckle and Grogan.
The J.N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the Confederacy met at the home of Mrs.
Luther Robertson. Mrs. W.P.

Today is Tuesday. Dec. 29, the
363rd day of 1998. There are two
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
South
what
matter
It does not
East dealer.
On Dec. 29, 1845, Texas was
does on this trick — the damage is
Neither side vulnerable.
as the 28th state.
admitted
is
hearts
of
ace
His
done.
already
NORTH
On this date:
forced out and, sooner or later,
•K 9 7
In 1170, Archbishop Thomas
when South gets around to leading
V 42
diamonds, East takes the ace and Becket was murdered in Canter•Q 1043
continues hearts to put the con- bury Cathedral in England.
4 A 1075
tract down one. Declarer winds up
EAST
WEST
In 1808, the 17th president of
•10 6 5 4 3 losing a diamond, a club and three the United States, Andrew John•J 8
hearts.
V 10 9 8 7
V K Q63
son, was born in Raleigh, N.C.
South can make the contract
•A 8
•9 5
In 1813, the British burned Bufvery easily by taking the ace of
+K3
+ J 98 4 2
N.Y., during the War of 1812.
falo.
clubs at trick one and establishing
SOUTH
the diamonds. The most he can
•A Q 2
In 1957, singers Steve Lawrence
then lose against any distribution and Eydie Gorme were married in
•A J 5
of the cards is the ace of diamonds Las Vegas, Nev.
•K J 7 6 2
and three club tricks.
4Q 6
In 1975, a bomb exploded in
Going up with the ace ofclubs at
The bidding:
main terminal of New York's
the
trick one should not be a hard play
South West North
East
Airport, killing I I peoLaGuardia
then
are
to make,since nine tricks
3 NT
Pass
1 NT
Pass
ple.
certain. Nevertheless, many deOpening lead — four of clubs.
In 1986, former British Prime
clarers would spontaneously folHarold Macmillan died
Minister
openthe
to
dummy
from
low
low
becomes
A declarer occasionally
so engrossed with trying to make ing trick without giving the matter at his home in Sussex, England,
at age 92.
the maximum number of tricks in much thought.
The more thoughtful declarers
In 1996, war-weary guerrilla
a particular suit that he loses sight
in
leaders
government
ofthe more important goal of mak- would not risk losing the contract and
in order to try to gain an extra club Guatemala signed an accord ending the contract.
For example, take this deal trick or two by following low from ing 36 years of civil conflict.
THE ONLY
where Westleads a low club against dummy.Rather,they would recogTHIN&
Five years ago: Nearly three
three notrump. Declarer plays low nize that the opponents could never
MOTHER
from dummy, losing to the king, score more than three club tricks if weeks after the orbiting Hubble
HAS
East shifts to the ten of they put up the ace, and would Space Telescope was repaired by
OR&ANIZED whereupon
proceed accordingly.
hearts.
the crew of the space shuttle
IS THE
Tomorrow: The opening lead tells the tale.
TRASH.
Endeavour, scientists reported
E 1998 King Features Syndicate. Inc
"absolutely no sign of problems."
One year ago: Hong Kong began
killing 1.4 million chickens to stem
the spread of a mysterious bird
flu that had already killed four
CROSSWORDS
people.
34 Vowel
ACROSS
sequence
Answer to Previous Puzzle
35 Part of small
1 Explosive

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

KAREN,SWEETIE, HOWZABOUT
RINGING IN THE NEW YEAR
WITH JOLLY JONNY A ?

1

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

11

1998

IT DOESN'T MATTER. ALL
GRANDMAS LOOK ALIKE
FROM A DISTANCE

38
40
45

46

11 He followed
FOR
17 Note of scale
19 Commercial
22 Margaret
Hamilton in
The Wizard
of Oz
24 Newley ID
25 Singer Celine
26 Oft-white
27 Aluminum —
28 For Your
Eyes --29 Card game
30 Pro —
32 Formal attire
33 — King Cole
36 Printers
measure
37 Occupant
38 NFL learn
40 Children s
game
41 Reiner ID
43 Dela —
44 Whale
45 Trap fish
46 Late-night
host
47 Butt against
48 Yale graduate
49 Kind of curve
50 Plaything
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Attorneys want case dismissed
with the deaths of classmates and of this year, seeking unspecified
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) --- Attordamages.
neys for the McCracken County overtaking the school by force.
Carneal, now IS, pleaded guilty
In the dismissal motion. Owsley
Board of Education have filed a
motion to dismiss a lawsuit seek- but mentally ill earlier this year maintains that since the school
ing to hold teachers and adminis- to three counts of murder and personnel have "sovereign immu
trators liable for the fatal shoot- other charges in the Dec. 1, 1997, nity," a court of law is not (IRing last year at Heath High School. shootings. He was sentenced to right forum to decide whether the
In a 26-page motion filed Mon- life in prison without the possi- allegations are true. He also argues
day. attorney Michael Owsley of bility of parole for at least 25 that the lawsuit was filed one day
years.
after the statute of linutations
Bowling Green argues that only
Three students were killed and expired.
two
of
allegations
the
91
in
the
BERNARD KANEJLedger & Times phut._
Failing to file within a year is
complaint pertain to the 30 school five others injured in the shootCalloway County officials were sworn Monday by Calloway Court Circuit Judge Dennis
ings.
complete bar to the claims
"a
defendants.
people,
than
More
40
Foust. The county officers will begin their new terms Friday.
The relatives of the three dead asserted against the school defenincluding Heath students, are named
students filed the lawsuit Dec. 2 dants," Owsley said in the motion.
in the lawsuit.
lawsuit
The
alleges that the
school hoard, school system, administrators and employees negligently failed to implement safety measures to protect the students adeand failed to detect and
quately
He said it would "be hypocritLOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The are a perfectly good form of free
prevent
shootings or take prethe
(177-_,(1fIrtnITT
two main political parties and an speech, and that soft money is ical" for him to attack Bunning ventive action against Michael
assistance,
accepting
such
for
outside group spent $4.1 million less corrupting than money given
Serving the area with Honesty & Experience
Carneal.
because he also relied on it.
on television issue ads during the to candidates.
The lawsuit also claims that
Installations • Commercial • Residential • Restaurant Equipment
Only one-third of 1 percent of
U.S. Senate race in Kentucky this
Some of the pro-Baesler groups teachers didn't notify Carneal's
• Mobile Homes • Window Units
fall.
Americans have ever given $200 got going late and appear to have parents their son was writing
Owned & Operated By .Carbon Monoxide Testing
753-9911
The amount eclipsed the $4 or more to a political campaign, made poorer use of their money extremely violent and gruesome sto9307 State Rt.
Glenn Cossey
million that the candidates paid said Ivonne Rovira,executive direc- than did Bunning and his Repub- ries for class assignments that dealt
24 hr. Emergency
MI 11 114.31losi
94E Murray
out themselves for TV time, The tor of Common Cause Kentucky, lican helpers.
(Louisville) Courier-Journal report- which wants campaigns to be pubThe Republicans aired about
ed Monday. The newspaper licly financed.
17,000 TV commercials in the
reviewed contracts for nearly
The Kentucky Senate race had Senate race during the general30,000 Senate-race TV spots in some six-figure givers, including election campaign, while Baesler
all 12 of the state's media mar- an eastern Kentucky coal operator and his backers were able to broadkets.
who was for Bunning and a for- cast only about 12,000.
Republican Jim Bunning, who mer corporate-raider who was for
won the race, and Democrat Scot- Baesler.
ty Baesler had to obey federal
Baesler needed soft money to
Do you have a CD or
contribution limits of $1,000 a per- compete, because he nearly empIRA maturing?
son for their campaigns.
tied his treasury to win the pri(NO OBLIGATION - NOTHING TO PAY)
But there are no limits on how
mary and was able to spend less
OUR CURRENT
much someone may give to help than $1.5 million on TV ads this
FLEX 11 ANNUITY
YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
pay for so-called "issue ads." as fall. Bunning spent almost $2.6
long as the ads -stop just short of million.
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!
INTEREST RATE.
urging the election or defeat of a
A flood of anti-Bunning ads from
13 Numb Fingers
9 Numb Hands
1 Low Back Pain 5 Dizziness
candidate.
14 Hip Pain
6 Sore Elbows 10 Bursitis
2 Headaches
the Democratic Party, plus exThe political parties purchase raider Jerome Kohlberg's inde11 Pain Down Legs 15 Tight Musctes
3 Shoulder Pain 7 Neck Pain
4 Arthritis
8 IndigesDon
12 Muscle Spasms 16 Aching Feet
such ads — which usually attack
pendent, pro-Baesler and anti-Bunthe other party's nominee — mainning spots, narrowed the gap to a
FIND OUT NOW whetie aveful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches
ly through unregulated contributions
and pans. This exernineton normally cost $30 00 or more It will include a chiropractic
virtual dead heat — to $4.1 milSouthern Farm Bureau Life Insurance
Dr. Dennis L Heskett, D.C.
known as "soft money."
orthopedic test, a chiroprecbc neurological test, a blood pressure test, a tone alignment check,
lion for Bunning and $4.0 million
Company offers Flex II, a Flexible
exeminetton for restricted or axons motion in tie sone, a muscle strengthness test, and a
Ads. also can be financed by
for Baesler.
P•c:rntum Retirement Annuity designed for
ornate consulteon with the doctor to discuss the results
This entire examination is FREE
unlimited gifts to "independent• riodic as well as single premiums. Your
Baesler. when told last week
II you want more care
OTHER
PROTECTS
AND
PERSON
ANY
PATIENT
POLICY
OUR
YOU
DISCLAIMER
OFFCE
'THE
expenditure" efforts by parties and
contributions. less any applicable maintethat Democratic groups had outRESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
and treatment
nance fees, accumulate wealth for the
outside groups.
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES, E XAMNAT ON OR TREATMENT WHCH IS
spent his campaign on TV this
do
all the paperwort
we
(Sy
charges
surrender
Early
future
PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF ANC WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT
Reformers argue that the growfall by nearly 2 to 1, said, "PretFOR THE FREE SERVCE EXAMINATiON OR TREATMENT
ing use of soft money opens the
ty soon, candidates won't have
FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER Call for your appointment TODAY!
door for big-money donors to
anything to do with the race."
*increase their influence in politics
During three terms in the U.S.
exp(mentially.
CALL NOW BRING THIS
House, Baesler has become a leadFARM
Defenders of the system, includCOUPON WITH YOU
1703 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass • Murray, KY 42071
ing proponent of campaign-finance
BUREAU
ing
Republican
Sen. Mitch
reform, including a ban on softINSURANCE
McConnell, contend that issue ads
money donations.

Soft money key in Senate race
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FREE

A Message from the
Ken sc

Kentucky Lottery Corporation
Statement of Revenue, Expenses and

or

Changes in Retained Earnings
For

the year ended June 30, 1998 (dollars in thousands)

Sales

K

a

Commissions

MIRY:

The Kentucky Lottery Corporation
thanks its players
and retailers for helping to make
Fiscal Year 1998
another record year. It was the fourth
straight year for
record sales, prizes, and retailer
commissions, and the
fifth straight year of record
dividends to the state.
Since the Kentucky Lottery started in
1989 players
have purchased over $4 billion in
tickets and received
prizes of $2.4 billion. Meanwhile, the
Lottery has paid
nearly $1.1 billion to the state treasury,
including the
record $153 million in FY '98. The
legislature has
used these funds to pay for programs
and projects
beneficial to all Kentuckians.

itmi?5,
4$0464priettp..4..

35,037

Prizes

Citizens of the Commonwealth:

'JOkc.44,

$ 584,989

KENTUCKY

350,080

Ticket costs

7,490

Total Direct Costs

392,607

Gross Profit

192,382

Operating Expenses

36,905

Operating Income

155,477

Non-operating Income
4.

While the Kentucky Lottery appreciates
the support of
the people who buy tickets, it
reminds them to always
"Play Responsibly. Remember, it's just
a game."

25,131

Net income before dividends paid

180,608

*Dividends paid -

153,000

Net Income

27,608

Retained Earnings, beginning of year

39,639

Retained Earnings., end of year

$

67,247

Sincerely,

'Represents lottery earnings transferred to the state's general fund.

The Board, Management and Staff
of the Kentucky Lottery Corporation

Financial audit for the year ended June 30, 1998 was performed by PricewaterhouseCoopers,IIP
A copy of the complete annual audit report can be obtained by writing: Kentucky lottery Corp.,
Public Relations Dept 1011 West Main Street, Louisville, KY 40202, or by calling (502) 560-1676.
The Kentucky lottery Corporation has provided the above information in accordance virth IRS 1544 130(4)
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President IL CEO
Arthur L Gleason, Jr

KLC lioonl of Dirodon
Lan= T. Summers, Or*
Theodore K. Broklo

Charles 0. Bradley
William Covington

J Merryman Kemp
David V. Kramer

Mario Porter
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State Treasurer
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